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Clemson's Enrollment Is Limited To 2,150 Students This Year!
Metz Announces
Waiting List
Of Applications
No More Than Two
Or Three Students
Be Placed In Room

Heads Of Clemson College's Major Activities Are Ready For Action

600 Applications
For NYA Jobs
Have Been Made

t

Clemson's 1939-40 enrollment will be limited to approximately the same number enrolled last year, 2,150,
it was announced this week
by Registrar G. E. Metz.
The new 130 room barracks will be used this year
■-to relieve the crowded conditions.
During the coming session a
\ maximum of three students to a
room will be accommodated in
the three old barracks. In the five
new-barracks units, two students
will be be placed in each room,
except in the eight spacious double rooms which have been reserved for three students each.
AUGUST 4
It is estimated that by August 7
the upperclassman reservations will
reach a total of 1350 when it will
be necessary to begin a waiting
list for accommodations.
A waiting list for new students from South Carolina
was begun on July 21, and a
waiting list of out-of-state
applicants was started as early
as July 1. It is estimated that
approximately 800 new students
will enroll in Septembed.
The waiting lists are being
established to prevent the recurrence of crowded conditions. Every room in the barracks has been
reserved to its capacity, and additional reservations can be assured
only as cancellations are made.
However, many students cancel
their reservations . late in
the
summer, and it is likely that students whose names are added to
the waiting lists in the early part
of August will be accommodated
when the college opens in September.

Gemseia Springs
Up In 5 Years
Future Growth Depends
On Provision Made By
State, Officials Say.
During the past five years Clemson's enrollment has almost doubled.
The figures are: From 1,234 students in 1934-36, to 2,150 in 1938SS.
This increase has been marked
»ix Clemson's opening in 1894.
Although four new dormitories
were opened in November, 1936,
nd a fifth new dormitoryN will be
available this fall, these dormitories and all other available space
will be filled for the coming session. The enrollment in 1939-1940
will be limited by the capacity of
the institution.
The oontinued growth of Clemson
College will depend upon the provision for additional dormitories
and other faculties necessary to
care for the many young men who
are interested in securing a college
education at Clemson, officials say.

GEORGE M. McMILLAN
Chattanooga, Train.
President, Blue Key

HARRY McKEOWN
Spartanburg
President, CDA

16 Honored At
Commencement
Sixteen members of the 1939
graduating class were designated
as .honor graduates at JSin. commencement exercises of clemson
college in June.
According to a plan adopted in
1937, the highest ten per cent of
the graduating classes are designated as honor graduates, provided that
no student be so designated unless
he has a grade-point ratio of 6.5
or above which is equivalent to an
average grade of "B plus".
The list of 1939 honor graduates
includes the following members of
the class: Thomas Benjamin Ardis, Dalzell; Thomas Rutherford
Bainbridge, Savannah, Ga.; Abel
Hugh Chapman, Jr., Spartanburg;
James Clinton Cook, Jr., Sumter;
Henry Metteaux Covington, Bennettsville; Charles Alexander Dewey, Jr., Asheville, N. C; Roy James
Ferree, Campobello; Paul Glenn
Ford, clover; Robert Hester, St.
George; Kenneth Jones McCown,
Anderson; Eugene Thompson McCurry, Anderson; demons Carter
Miley, Branson; Max
Montague
Nichols, Jr., Savannah, Ga.; Norwood Rufus Page, Lake View; William Clarence Seabrook, Hazelton,
Pa.; Jacob K. Smith, Patterson, N.
J1

Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, president,
Supply Officer—Garrett, p. T.
and Colonel Charles W. Weeks,
Sergeant Ma^gprJcLeod, L. R.
commandant, announced the fol....Comr.
lowing cadet officer appointments
this week:
•MeKeown, H.
tder—McKecui?--RhoJ
Brigade Commander—Graham, A.
\arpe, W. ,.f ^
D.
>—Cason, ^II.;
Brigade Executive—Littlejohn, C.
, Lindsay, R.^?
E.
1st. Sergeant—Burley, R. B.
Brigade Adjutant—Bouton, W. I.
Supply Sergeant—Simpson, H. V.
Brigade Supply Officer—Wray, C.
Company B 1st
V. (Capt.)
Co. Commander—Gillespie, R. M.
Brigade Chaplain—McGinty, W.
Executive—Farmer, J. G.
M.
Platoon Leaders—Orr, J. L.- AnBrigade Sergeant Major—Ross,
derson, C. E.; Ackerman, M'. W.;
D. J.
1st. Sergeant—Dent, H. N.
Brigade Supply Sergeant—Owen,
S. E.
Supply Sergeant—Klugh, T. S.
Captain—Mulling, F. j.
Executive—Elmore, F. B.
1st. Lt.—Rhodes, W. G.
1st. Lt.—Gramling, R! M.
1st. Sgt.—Dukes, R. c.
Supply Sgt.—Henderson, J. R.

1st REGIMENT STAFF
Commander—Lawton, C. B.
Executive—McMillan, G. M.
Adjutant—Commander, G. C.
Supply officer—Lawton, M. R.
Chaplain, McClure, M. R.
Sgt. Major—Hallman, W. E.
Color Sergeant—Swearinger, j. C
Color Sergeant^Neil, j. M.

1st Bn. 1st REGIMENT
Bn. Commander—Nelson, p. H.
Executive—Fenstemacher, E. R.
Adjutant—Able, T. A.

MANLY STALLWORTH
St. Matthews
President, Senior Class

ALEX D. GRAHAM
Rock Hill
Cadet Corps Commander

CRAWFORD LAWTON
Fairfax
Tiger Brotherhood President

Gleason Awarded
The $200 Sears
Soph Scholarship

Over $25,000 has been allotted to Clemson college this
year by the National Youth
Administration (NYA) for
use in giving needy students
part-time jobs, it was announced this week by Clemson officials.
This figure represents an
increase of approximately 25
per cent over last year's allotment, which was $19,980.

Twenty - Two Freshmen
Awards, $100 Each, Axe
Announced.
R. N. Gleason, of Seneca,
has been awarded the $200
Sears-Roebuck soph omore
scholarship, Chairman W. B.
Aull of the scholarship committee announced recently.
Gleason was judged by the
committee "best all around
of the 22 freshmen SearsRoebuck scholars at Clemson,
last year."

Last year it was possible to give
jobs to3 of the worthy NYA applicants, officials said.
The allotment last year was
based upon the number of students enrolled in October, 1936,
while the allotment for the coming
session will be based upon the enrollment of October, 1938.
Over six hundred students have
tions for approximately two hundred jobs which are anticipated at
Clemson for the coming session,
and additonal N. Y. A. applications are being received daily. Requests for information should be
addressed to the Rebistrar, Clemson College, Clemson, South Carolina.

Cadet Officers Are
Appointed For Year

BAND

NYA Allotment For Student
Aid Increased To $25,000

' COMPANY C—1st
Co. O^imander—Forester, R. C.
Executive—Webb, H. N.
Platoon Leaders—Moon H D ■
Fuseler, H. W.; Frazier, J. R.
1st. Sergeant—Bradford, H.
Supply Sergeant—Sullivan, j. W.
2nd Bn. 1st
Bn. Commander—Horton, L. S.
Executive—Almedia, J. L.
Adjutant—Webb, B. L.
Supply Officer—McFadden, J. B.
Sergeant Major—Pearce, R. R.

COMPANY E—1st
Co. Commander—Hunt, F. M.
Executive—Darwin, D. P.
Platoon Leaders—Todd, R.- Mappus, W. A.; Pender, M. T.
1st. Sergeant—Dunham, E. W
—Turn To Page Four—

VIC WRAT
Clemson
Editor, Taps

ROBERT ARIAXL
Sylvia, N. C.
Editor, The Agrarian

EARL MAZO
Anderson
Editor, The Tiger

Stand-Arena
Three-Fourth Of '39 Band
Construction To
Grads Now Working Begin In Month
(-fast Liucf.-iouniia oi Ian memLei's5©!'' tins 132&Wfcduating class have secured positions m the two months since
graduation.
According to information received from the graduates
and from the heads of departments at Clemson, a total
of 190 of the 247 men who received their diplomas this
spring have been placed before August 1. Many others
have prospects of employment in the near future.
$.-

The members of the 1939 class
have scatered over several states,
and one
graduate is
located in
Central America. They are to be
found in the states of North Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee,
Virginia, Alabama, Louisiana,
Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and
Massachusetts, while the majority
have remained in South Carolina.
The jobs secured, as listed below,
are typical of the positions for
which Clemson prepares its students:
J. J. Kirton is working as Chemical Engineer with the Tennessee
Eastman Corporation. His address
is 1101 Wateree street, Kingsport,
Tennessee. T. R. Bainbridge is
working as chemist with the same
company. His address is 1413 Oak
street, Kingsport, Tennessee.
R. B. Fickling, n> is farming at
his home in Blackville.
Joe B. Palmer is working with
the United Fruit company. He is
Farm Manager of Avafralvoe Farm.
His address is Banavera, Guatemala, Central America.
J. W. Gibert is pursuing gradu-.
ate work in Horticulture Research
at North Carolina State college,
Raleight, N. C.
Norman J. McFaddin is farming
at his home in Sardinia.
H. L. Beach is serving as District
Deputy of Grange with the National Grange and the S. C. State
Grange. His address is Walterboro.
J. D. Watson is a student assistant with the Soil Conservation Service and is located at Gaffney.
W. K. Prause, jr., is working as
Electrical Engineer with his father
who is a Plumbing & Heating Contractor in Charleston.
P. N. Drew is employed as Junior
—Turn To Page Six—

No Bald Heads In
This Year's Taps
Editor Vic Wray, of Taps,
Clemson's yearbook, yesterday
issued
a statement
urging
freshmen "to leave your hair
on until your picture is taken
for Taps."
It has been customary in
the past at Clemson to shave
freshmen's
hair
immediately
upon their
arrival on the
Clemson campus.
Mr. Wray, in his statement,
said that "no upperclassman
will be permitted to cut your
hair (freshmen) untl after the
Taps picture is taken — insist
that the upperclassmcn abide
by this regulation."
Freshmen's Taps pictures will
be taken on matriculation day.

Two Tiger Stars
Get Recognition
From Authorities
McFadden Is AIl-American
Basketeer.
Willis
Becomes Pro.
Don Willis and Banks McFadden,
Clemson's two top athletes of the
year, received nationwide publicity
this summer when McFadden was
named center of the All-American
basketball team and Willis accepted
a backfield position with the New
York Giants professional football
team.
Willis will report to the training
camp of the Giants on August 10
at Superior, Wisconsin. He was
mentioned for All-American for the
past two seasons. Last year he was
the winner of the Jacobs blocking
trophy and has been All-State for
two years.
McFadden, All-State in football,
was the only unanimous choice for
a position on the All-Southern
basketball team last winter. He is
a rising senior and has another
year of eligibility in both football
and basketball.

Work; on the $1j0,OQO band stand
and arena which will be built for
Clemson by the class of 1915, will
probably begin before school starts,
Dave Watson, a member of the arrangements committee, has announced.
"More than half the necessary
money has already been collected.,"
Mr. Watson said. The largest single
donation, according to Mr. Watson,
was made by John D. Jones, general superintendent of the UnionBuffalo mills. Mr. Jones has two
sons attending Clemson now.
When completed the structure
will seat approximately 4,000 people.
Several locations are being considered by the college buildings and
grounds committee. Leon LeGrand
(Clemson 15) Greenville architest,
designed the arena.
The construction, which will be
suitable for open air concerts, cadet meetings, and commencement
exercises, will be dedicated at th
'15 class reunion in 1940.
It is said that this project Is the
largest ever begun by a class of
Clemson alumni. Funds for the
construction are being raised by donations from members of the class,
and by Sn allotment from the
Works Progress Administration.
W. J. Hunter of New York is
president of the class. Other officers
are: David j. Watson, Clemson,
vice-president; E. H. Pate, Lammar, vice-president; and P. C. Crayton, Anderson, secretary-treasurer.
The committee
proposing and
putting through this project includes: G. L. Harris and R. D.
Poore, Oconee County; Leon LeGrand, George R. Briggs, John C.
Cannon, C. B. Her, Greenville, P.
C. Crayton, J. M. Smith, Anderson;
Major Dave Barnett, Professor J.
B; Monroe, David J. Watson, Clem-

ARMY, DAUGHTER TELL OF NEW
CLEMSON OFFICIAL'S RECORD
Lieut.-Col. Herbert M. Poole, officer on Clemson's military jstaff displacing Major J. Polk Gammon
who has been transferred to the
West coast, has a record with the
army that reads like merit.
The army gives a brief sketch of
its men:
"Born in Texas on January 27,
1887. Second lieutenant infantry in
1911. First lieutenant in 1916. Captain in 1917. Major in 1918, for
duration of the war. Major in
July of 1920. Lt. Col. in 1935. Graduate-Texas A. & M. General staff
corps, 1933-37. War College, in '31.
Staff School, in 1926. Advanced
Course Infantry School, in 1925.
They did not add that some of
these schools represent the acme of
military instruction in the United
States."
But view the Colonel from another angle, the side that will be
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presented to the corps, by one best
qualified to judge. Get a "daughter's-eye view", and what the army
failed to note, she will mention.
"For Daddy was an honor graduate from Texas in 1911, in civil
engineering. He was also the cadet
colonel of their ROTC unit. He was
doing work on a state project in
Louisiana when he received his
commission and went into the army.
He's been there ever since.
"He is, but definitely, the nicest
man I know. And I am proud of
him. He was at the University of
Illinois, doing work with an ROTC
unit, when I was three months
old, and Red Grange was playing
football for Illinois. I don't remember much about that.
"And he's not strict or mean at
all. He's never even spanked me,
so far as I know."

Daniel Announces
Faculty Changes
Dr. Alexander Teaches Brearley's Courses, And Others
On Leave.
Four changes have been made on
the general science school faculty,
Dr. D. W. Daniel, Dean, announced
recently.
Dr. Frank D. Alexander of Knoxville, Tenn., has been appointed
associate professor of sociology and
psychology in pJ&".e of Dr. g. C.
Brearley, who goes to Peabody college in September. Dr. Alexander
is an M.A. of Peabody college and
Ph.D. of Vanderbilt university. He
has taught at Vanderbilt and the
University of Kansas, and has been
with the TVA for three years.
John Calhoun Stephens, Augusta,
Ga., B.A. and MA. of Emory university, has been appointed as instructor in English to take the
place of Frank M. Durham, who
'has resigned to take a position at
The Citadel.
H. Morris Cox of Mount Olive,
N. O, A.B. and A.M. of Duke university has been appointed instructor in English in place of Jack
Boone.
David Moorman Kerley of Morganton, N. C, A.B. of the University
of North Carolina and M.A. of the
Louisiana State university, has
been appointed as instructor in
mathematics in place of E. C. Coker, Jr., who is on leave of absence
studying for a year at the University of Chicago.

3,825 Ask About
Clemson To Date
Over 800 Accepted,
Far.
Waiting
List
Growing Daily.

So
Is

During the spring and summer of
this year, the registrar's office at
Clemson has received a total of 3,825 requests for information of interest to prospective Clemson students.
Over eight hundred applications
for admission to the freshman class
have been accepted, and the names
of additional applicants are being
added to the waiting list daily, the
registrar said.
High-school graduates who are
interested in applying for admission
should mail their applications to
the "Registrar, Clemson, South
Carolina,'' at once. Some students
who have places reserved for them,
will cancel their applications later
in the summer, and these places
may be assigned to applicants
whose names appear on the waiting
list, Mr. Metz, the registrar, said.
The requirements for admission
to Clemson include graduation from
an accredited high school with a
total of at least sixteen units including three in English, two and
one-half in mathematics, and one
in social science.

YMCA Men Fete
Boys At Camp
P. B. Holtzendorff, gener^J secretary, and several members of the
Clemson Y. M. C. A. staff feted
Clemson's students at ROTC camp
in Anniston, Alabama at a supper
last month.
Roy Cooper, Fred Kirshner, Bill
Wade and others were there and
everybody made speeches.

ADMINISTRATORS o f
Clemson's affairs — Dr.
Enoch W. Sikes, Clemson
president, and J. C. Littlejohn, business manager. Dr. Sikes has guided
the institution's growth
since 1925; he has directed Clemson's development into one of the
South's largest and leading colleges. Mr. Littlejohn, as business manager, has worked directly
with Dr. Sikes, and has
been instrumental in obtaining for Clemson its
many new buildings and
improvements.

Jungaleers Are
Touring Europe
The Jungaleers, Clemson college
dance band, left New York July
29 for the annual European tour.
Five musicians are making the
trip this year.
Lead by Maurice Turner,
of
rGeenville, drummer, the group includes jimmie Cannon, of Hartsville, playing the sax and clarinet;
Lewis Cox, of Belton, sax and clarinet; Parrish Irwin, Albany, Ga.;
piano;
and Bolt Day,
Atlanta,
trumpet.
The
group sailed for
Europe
aboard the SS. Mauretinia and
landed at La Havre, France.
After a two week tour of France,
Southern Germany, Holland, Belgium, and England, they will board
the M. S. Georgia at La Havre,
August 18, for the homeward journey.
The Jungaleers have made European tours since 1934.

Freshmen scholarship examinations were given over, the state
July 20, and the following are winners:
Berry, M. O., Smoaks; Chapman,
A. L., Mountville; Collins, E. B.,
Conway; Eskew, E. B., Anderson;
Gardiner, W. W., Florence. Gaskins, H. K., Pamplico; Gall( L. R.,
Anderson; Jameson, C. R., Easley:
Knight, S. A., Summerville; Lanham, W. J., Edgefield; McComb, J.
T., Troy; McDavid, R. B., Pelzer;
McElveen, J. V., Cades; McNeil, J.
A., Effingham;
Myers, J. M,
Or'angeburg; Pate, J. B., Monroe;
Ramey,
R. L., Mountain
Rest;
Reynolds, E. M., Lamar; Stoddard,
R. L„ Owings; Stuart, C. K., Ccronaca; Walters, D. D.' St. George;
and Webb, H. W., Williston.
Winners of scholarships are required to take during the freshman
year either the basic course in agriculture or the course in Agricultural Engineering, Mr. Aull said.
Each scholarship is worth $100.00.
Fifty dollars will be avalable at
the opening of college and the
other fifty dollars at the beginning.
I of The second semester^, ''Koweyei!
jto be eligible-to recehe the ■ ;•
jSem^ter payment, the schoia
student must make at lea.
average grade or "C" on his first
semester's work."
If a scholarsnip student fails to
an average grade of "C" the
first 'semsiu', the second semester
payment will be awarded to a quai--'
ified alternate.
The scholarship alternates are
listed in the order of their rank:
Brown, G. W.,
Hiclicfy Grov«;i
Hardee, L. C, Loris; Morgan, RJ
D., Springfield; Flowers, A., Society
Hill; Newman, R. E., McBee; and
Richardson, W. H., Marion.
The scholarships are given in 17
colleges over the United States.

World Poultry men
To Visit Here
Following the Seventh World's
Poultry Congress being held in
Cleveland, Ohio, July 28—-August 7,,
a group of visitors to the congress
including many foreign countries*
will visit the Carolinas and wilt
stop at Clemson College.
After spending the night at Clemson August 9, tne party will visit
the Clemson poultry plant and the
reasearch work and proceeding to
Greenville will ste the great Wog
side cotton mill and will go then
to Spartanburg. Proceeding into
North Carolina, the party will visit
Charlotte and Winston-Salem and
travel through Virgina to Washing
ton, D. C.
Professor C. L. Morgan, Clemsl
poultryman, is attending ' theWor*
Congress.

Alumni Meet, Talk
And Elect Officers
The Clemson Alumni Corporation
annual meeting, held on Saturday,
June 3, 1939, was attended by the
largest gathering of alumni in its
history.
The Alumni Corporation is composed of 31 clubs scattered over
the United States.
The following
officers were
elected to serve the corporation
this year:
District No. 1—B. B. Bleckley,
Anderson, S. C.
District No. 2—W. K. Livingston,
Greenville, S. C. 315 W. Washington.
District No. 3—William Elliott.
Winnsboro, S. C.
District No. 4—Judge
Strom
Thurmond, Edgefield, S. C.
District No. 6—George Warren.
Hampton, S. C.
District No. 7—T. W. Thornhill,
Charleston, S. c. Box 82, Station
A.
Distrct No. 8—J. T. Lazar, Florence, S. C.
District No. 10—Frank Jervey,
Washington, D. C. 1812—37th St.

N. W.
District No. 11—States Finley,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
District No. 12—F. N. Rogers,
San Pedro, California. 1023 s!
Grande.
Directors at large:
C. B. Her, Greenville, S. C.
Audley Ward, Aiken, S. C.
R. Brice Waters, Columbia, S.
C.
President — T. W. Thornhill,
Charleston.
1st Vice-President — J. Strom
Thurmond, Edgefield.
2nd Vice-President—Frank Jervey, Washington, D. C.
Secretary-Treasurer
J.
H.
Woodward, Clemson.
The dues for an active member
of the alumni corporation are $1.00
a year. This may be paid through
your local secretary or maned direct to the secretary at Clemson.
"If you are not a member of one
of the local chapters, join ihe corporation by mailing your check to
the General Secretary at the college," Mr. Woodward said.
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COME VISITING—
Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, Clemson's beloved president, in an article written for a
South Carolina publication recently,
closed with this invitation: "Come visiting at Clemson!''
This newspaper adds its voice to the
president's.
There's plenty to see here.. A fine college plant, historic and cultural background buildings and grounds, an honest
looking set of upstanding young men —
and plenty else.
Come visiting at Clemson!

THOMAS G. CLEMSON
Every Clemson man truly interested in
his institution should read the book
"Thomas Green Clemson" written jointly
by Professor Alester G. Holmes, head of
the Clemson history department, and Dr.
George R. Sherrill, formerly professor of
economics and government here, now at
the University of South Carolina.
The book covers the life of the great
scientist and statesman completely and
interestingly and tells of the man's constant dream and how it was realized—a
scientific institution.

MOVING ON UP
This issue marks the first time the Clemson Tiger has appeared as a full- standard-sized newspaper.
Three years ago The Tiger was a five
column paper. Last year arrangements
were made whereby it was stepped up to
seven columns. This issue marks the
first eight-column edition of The Tiger,
and also one of the largest page-sized college newspapers to have ever appeared in
South Carolina.
This issue of The Tiger is printed in
a regular rotary press, direct from stereotype plates cast from page forms painstakingly made up from type set on the
machines of The Anderson Independent.
To The Anderson Independent's publisher, Wilton E. Hall, The Clemson Tiger
-owes much. Some years back when Clemson's weekly publication was in dire straits,
it was Mr. Hall who stepped in and through
gcellent advice and generously-allotted
3wn. kept The Tiger from
point pieces on 120Tiger editors feel to know
that this issue of Clemson's most widelyread publication has rolled through
presses which daily bring the news—fresh
and interesting—to thousands upon thousands of people in the area in which
Clemson College is located. And proud,
too, is The Tiger, that this edition has
Icomfi'trTrough the modern presses of WilKf E. Hall, one of the most loyal friends
that Clemson College ever had.

DEMOCRACY, THAT'S IT—
Folks over the state and everywhere
who know Clemson men have remarked
on a certain distinctive fine quality—one
that they knew was there, but what it was
they couldn't explain.
This newspaper has the answer. Its
"democracy."
We can say without hesitating that
Clemson college is the most democratic
institution in the South.
Dr. HARRINGTON C. BREARLEY, noted Southern socioligist and psychologist, before
i«*^inff <?iew§ori for Peabody college in
June, spoke about that "democracy", and
others who know of the inter-twining of
student and student and faculty and stu^nt at Clemson, can readily see why its
Clemson man that gives the most
Peerful "howdy" and its the Clemson man
that "gets ahead."
In his first few weeks as a Clemsonian,
the freshman learns how to be democratic,
Clemson style.
Whether he be a millionaire's son or a
pauper's, when clothes are shed for the
Clemson grey, he's a Clemson man, and
L
randards begin anew—right there.
And there's no class or superficial fraternity bigotry at Clemson. Men sink or rise
on their personal merit, and the Clemson
man's social standing is one for all—so
long as he is a Clemson man.

A WELCOME TO ANDERSONThe City of Anderson, located only 18
miles from Clemson's Campus, is truly
Clemson's town. Tiger uniforms are familiar sights to the friendly Andersonians
who are looking forward to greeting Clemson's freshman class this fall.
One Anderson man said the other day
'that "Anderson's doors are always open
j to Clemson men." Clemson has known that
[for a long time, and they appreciate the
attitude of Anderson and its residents.
Clemson freshmen would do well to make
Anderson their off-campus headquarters,
for it is a fine town made up of hospitable
and friendly people who have the best inHerests of Clemson college at heart at all
times.—The Anderson Independent.
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Dr. E. W. Sikes, president of Clemson
College since 1925, deserves the thanks of
all South Carolina citizens for his willingness to put aside personal preferences
and remain at the college helm until such
a time as his successor has been designated.
Dr. Sikes had long looked forward to
his retirement, and last Friday when he
handed members of the board of trustees
his formal resignation, he had already
cleared his desk and office of personal belongings, in readiness to hand over the
reins to his successor.
Many have regarded Business Manager
J. C. Littlejohn as the logical occupant of
the president's office during the interim
between Dr. Sike's retirement and the selection of a permanent successor, but Mr.
Littlejohn is already an almost indispensable cog in the orderly operation of college
affairs, and even a temporary shift might
have somewhat disrupted both of the key
posts of the institution. But with both
Dr. Sikes and Mr. Littlejohn at their respective places, the college's expanding
program will not be needlessly jeopardized
during the interim between administrations.
DR. DANIEL'S RE-ELECTION
The board of trustees of Clemson College
displayed commendable judgment in reelecting Dr. D. W. Daniel, dean of the
school of arts and science, for another
year in his present capacity. Dr. Daniel,
like President E. W. Sikes, has reached the
age of retirement.
Dr. Daniel, who has taught English at
Clemson since 1898. combines the rare gift
of both a scholar and an orator. As an
after-dinner speaker he has addressed
audiences from coast to coast, and has
thereby built good will for the institution
throughout the nation.
Dr. Daniel has probably exerted an influence upon the lives of more South Carolina college youths than any other teacher in the state, and it is gratifying to
know that several score additional students
will be permitted to share his wit, wisdom and unimpeachable counsel for at
least one additional year.

FRESHMAN LIFE—
All men enter Clemson with equal opportunities. When a fseshman first dons this
uniform, his family, his background, and
his previous scholastic record is forgotten. The freshman class is an unorganized, puzzled group of boys with no leaders, no outstanding men.
But as time goes on, some step ahead,
and the others fall back. A few lead, and
the majority follow. Some are remembered long after they graduate. Others are
unknown even while they're in school.- And
yet, they all start off together, absolutely
equal, with the same chances for success.
Having a definite goal to shoot at is
perhaps the best way to forge ahead of
the crowd. Some aim at high marks,
high military rank, proficiency in some
extra-curricula activity and what have
you. The fellows that set their goals and
work to get to them, are the kind who are
remembered.
Unfortunately, many of the new students stay puzzled for four years. They
drift for four years. They don't steer
a course toward a desired port, they simply, sit in their ships and hope to drift
there.
The fellow who works to reach something he wants badly is much more likely to get that something than the fellow
who would like to have it, but lazily refuses to make a conscientious effort to
get it.
So, when you enter college, take a look
around you and see what opportunities
the college offers you. Make your decision. Decide what you're best fitted for.
Then work, and work like the dickens
to prove that you've got what it takes.
When you enter Clemson, you'll stand on
your own two feet. Where you go will be
absolutely and completely up to you.—A.
V. W.

WILL THE CRIMINALS HEED?—
Patience can do a lot of wonderful
things. For over a year now, the Democratic powers of this world have been
countenancing the disgraceful antics of a
rough little boy, named Hitler, and his
bad actor pal Mussolini.
Warning and scolding have done no
good, and repeated successes have nerved the pair to outright violence, and made
them fool-hardy enough to defy all rules
of society and honor.
Patience is rapidly yielding to impatience, and in spite of their aversion to
soiling their hands anR wasting their
blood on vandals, the Democratic powers
consider the use of force.
One last appeal to a distorted sense
of justice, humanity, and right, has been
made, in the form, of Roosevelt's admirable suggestion.—F. M. M,
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That ne came a long ways out of
his way after Camp, and is giving
up part of the long sought vacation
to write this column so here's hoping somebody will enjoy some of
the dirt herein.

tt>

—oscar says—

That the Military Appointments
are in this issue . . . And the weeping and wailing will be the worst
since Bockhart was made Colonel
of the Corps. All youse Guys that
didn't make the grade cheer up
—oscar ?ay-—
That Brigade Executive Littlejohn cause there's always another season
is here on the Kampus this Sum- to come.
mer to get those BOOTS broken in
—osoar sav?—
That Hord Stubblefield couldn't
before the opening of school, but
darn if it doesn't look now- like he'll i get a date during Summer School,
have to have another pair by the but you should see the little devil
time school opens.
'< making the founds during this op—oscar says—
" portunity school and meeting that
&
That by way of the grape-vine COED at the Calhoun Mansion
he understands that OKIE the every evening at dusk is really tak"YANK'' will be proud father of ing things too far.
the Slump Section known as the
—osoar says—day Kadet Kompany. and Oscar
That although Ruth (from Ersbelieves it would be a good group Uj,e) has been here time and
to belong.
| again. Little J. C. is still a bachelor,
—oscar says—
That everybody is trying to get and that he, Oscar, didn't like it
Vic Wray to buy 'em stuff down at either when the cute little one went
Doc's place (L. C. Martin) on his on off to the World's Fair with
special discount, and Oscar figures nary a word to the Clemson Despot.
—oscar says—
that Vic deserves a discount after
99
That he doesn't know just what
wearing a coat and tie over to see
the "tracks" are around Clemson,
Kat on these hot Summer nights.
but he does know that G. Collings
—oscar says—
That the entire Corps is looking had better find the right side and
forward to. the coming year which stay there, cause this certainly is a
will be without the Soph. Slogan small world.
—oscar says—
Behold and heed, rising freshman, "GOOD BUDDING" and such trite
That Jake Harrison . . . left ov»r
expressions, and Oscar grieves the
for herein is set forth your daily loss more than anyone 'cause Sloan from class of '39, was still around
routine from now 'till four years always pulled something that would during Summer School, and although he didn't enroll or take any
hence.
j help fill out a column.
work, he made all the trips to
A bugle call (they call it "first
l™
^7
t^
IG
That hfi
a
d
B
Boscobel and managed to get this
call"i will arouse you from your FOURTEEN of the Military Dept group back to barracks each night
slumbers at 6:20. You'll probably
hi time to be poured in bed by
What Will Be The Most Important Event At Clemson j rtui"be""in"bed""at" efsa"so someoneISSH^HSK "we^rs^that^it wm eleven.
will ring a bell. You'll drag yourself j „cost„ the first one that makes a
—oscar says—■
Next Year?
out of bed and slowly start to dress.', move_
That he is pleased to note that
At 6:33 someone will ring another i
—oscar sayssome one had tried to carry on the
If I were a
Marion R. Lawton:
When
Tom Stanley:
bell. This time they mean business,! That the reason so many KLEM- KATTIE KLEMSON KOLUMN this
the 'Rger staff changes hands.
Christmas
student,
I'd say
so you'll start to speed up your j SON KOLLEGE KADETS encour- Summer, the only newspaper colFrank Mills:
Engineeringholidays.
dressing. At 6:35 a final bell blows i aged "late dates" this past year was umn that can boast of telling exarchitecture
day.
Sergeant K. R. Helton: Tom
and a rascal with a bugle toots' found to be the result of so many actly nothing df interest . . . and
Arthur
V.
Williams,
Jr.,:
The
Stanley's wedding.
reveille. Probably being still undress-' LATE DATES encouraging "Clem- Oscar wishes they could start somemid-term exams.
G. E. Metz: The matriculaed, you'll dash outside with your son College Cadets",
thing real good and novel like the
Hord Stubblefield: Taps Ball.
tion of students .because if
"Oscar Column" of this here TI|
shirt
unbuttoned and minus a tie
Vic- Wray: When
Taps are
there were no matriculation,
GER.
! to meet the formation. Having been
issued.
there would be no students.
—oscar says—P. T. Garrett: ROTC check I busted by the first sergeant, you
That Scotia DeLoach must didn't
I will promptly maSe a resolution to
John LaGrone: Graduation.
periods.
fool the crowd as well at Camp as
! arise at first call the next morning,
Herman Lynn: The Clemwas expected 'cause he had to make
; dress promptly, and .meet the forson - Furman game.
a week-end- trip all the way back
| mation fully clothed.
Willie'Robinson: Spring holito Clemson and date the little one
From
reveilb
until
6:50
you
will
days.
that he trained all last year. That
; work up a lather trying to clean you
name can be furnished on request.
' and your room at the same time.
—oscar says—At 6:50 they blow first call again,
That he is convinced now that
Ben Robertson's story on "The
:
' this time for breakfast. Then there's
' the two-minute bell, and at 7 on Lucky Girls of Aruba m a recent the new post office can't possibly
hold all the incoming "sugar-re^Entering
college for the j the nose tne bUgje blows soupy.
i issue of the Saturday Evening Post,
ports" that the many popular cafirst time is
more
serious \ After having eaten (you'll like the! told all about life on that little dets will receive next year, but
food
you clean up so meone elS3 s
than you
think.
You may
'
.
. _
.
' I south American island, about its Oscar feels that it will take care
i room, gather your books and rush 2,000 odd American citizens who of the Winthrop mail, and the
easily fool yourself as to its'; to meet an eight o'clock class,
Converse stuff can be sent Special.
run Standard Oil's Aruba interests,
significance. The spirit with I Classes will last 'till 12. At 12:05
—oscar says—
(which you enter and which:t: at nast>" first cal1 win blow asain and about the 20 to 1 ratio between That he don't mind admitting
that he really is all for those two
lvr.11
maintain while
whilp tfieie
thpr-P Will
will You U grab a nfls (vlle thm&!) and men and women. company couldn't new
c
you maintain
- D- A. leaders McKeown and
fall in for driu at 12:15
Thomas Green Clemson—His Life determine
your
future caRecall
one
of
the
few
bugle
calls
,_"„
*
Ji,?,*.*™
M
Aruba—girls'
Bouton,
for next year, and as Ion"
ca-.
keeD h secretary in .
and Work. By Alester G. Holmes reer.,YoU should give your- you'll like, blows at 12:45. You begin
4rSUd off so fast there; and!as ««y can put on nances witn
of good dirt connected Oscar
and Georg-e R. Sherrill with <m in- serf m thorough
self-exam?- t0 smlie and march in ^ lime t0 since then Ben has hundreds of , P^nty
put up your rifle and meet the din- £ from young women of all; «" see *«** **? aren't touched.
troduction oy Dr. E. W. Sikes. 301 nation. You
should answer[;! ner
formation at 1:15.
pgs. College Library.
ages. They want to know how to
^ ^^ "y-^ ^^
Clemson College's two professoiJP, the following questions:
Afternoon labs start after dinner,
Arabi
heard will want to know that ou£,
to flo is to hurriedlv
_
Holmes and sherrill, have produced 1. "DO I EARNESTLY DE- j so i the thing
, , clothes
, ,,
;
And Frank
Mills """.
associate editor present TIGER EDITOR, Mazo was
put on lab
and, get to ,lab
•"-""
„
"""•"'.
something not for the. students
SIRE A COLLEGE
of
Tl eT
and a
ournallst in the victim of a serious auto acci-»
'heforethesnnhnmnre.! start tr. make
T^
° '
J
and alumni alone, but rather a
EDUCATION?"
InScer^ ffi^ves
his own right, Is thinking seriously dent some weeks ago, and the last.
truly great biography of a trulyUnless you have been will- ! At 4 most of the labs are over. At about domS a story on Sm^1"" ye^"S SCABBARD & BLADE sent
great American scientist and statesa horse-shoe Wreath just in case,
man. This story of Thomas G. ing- to apply yourself in the ' 5 all of them are through, so there: and lts y^6- engme Pos51011"165'
but our editor wasn't hurt a bit ..,
Clemson takes its place in Ameri- high
school " and to mas-! may be a short company drill. Renot even a hair was harmed.
can literature and will always be
—oscar says—
the
lesson
L^L^T^^i-tivV^nn^'
read with peculiar interest by Caro- ter
.,
.
,
- assignments,
*?
is followed immediately bv supper,
The Opportunity school has
a
That he wished to cast the lovelinians and students of the college though perhaps by strenuous; After supper> your time is acSo- semi-weekly new'spaper of its own liest Orchid to little "Rita Babe"
he founded.
ettort, the evidence IS that. lutely your own. until 8:20. First call! caued "Clemson Days.
of Charleston, outstanding femme
Clemson lived in Pennsylvania you are not sufficiently de- blows then and you dash out of the
Its a fine sheet, too, mimeograph- of the week, for helping we Tiger
but after marrying John C. Cal- Sirous Of a college education, i Y- M- C'A' where you've been shooted and edited jointly by students boys read copy on this issue. May
houn's daughter his interests and ,TT. . .
„
,
..
. , mg pool, swimming or what have
the printers ink wash off easy.
activities were mainly in the de- Wishing for an education )3_you and go back t0 barracks. At and faculty.
—oscar says —
Reporters
from
the
"Clemson
velopment of the South and es- lno^ necessarily
That the mothers of the eight
desiring it. | 8:30 p2opie start blowing more
n t0
r Sl
s
pecially on his adopted state of It takes backbone not wish- bugles and they call the roll for Days" have gotten °i% an ° n, ^ d | hundred new rats coming in this
"way with tne newspaperman and
^
S
South Carolina. He seemed to be
the last formation of the day, long I the lovable old gentleman has been
chiefly concerned with the effects bone to obtain it. Often pa- r
! in for interveiws these past week as I
of soil exhaustion upon the econo- rents desire it for their sons | °You.
'cause Dr. Sikes has appointed
my of these seaboard states. more than the sons. do. Pa- long roll until reveille "the next! neI?r .betore'
,.
. J
Oscar to keep 'em on the straight
:
Throughout his life he worked try- rental
: and narrow, always giving publicity
prayers and good morning. Taps blows at 11:30 but if was your first love affair?"
ing to introduce scientific methods
where publicity is due, and slinging
wishes
can't
make
the
grade
1
v™™
stui
studying
you
can
ke^p
Sikes
"I met Mrs.
into the old southern type of agriDIRT where he chooses.
culture. During this time he wrote for you. You will have to go|«»£gt%jLT™"«* sub> ^ ^
—oscar gays—
That he thinks CAMP went off
along these lines and served as the on your own steam. No Col-jject of innumerable pranks played
t™
y
D
just fine without the enrollment of
United States Superintendent of
lege wants
to collect
dead by sophomores (drat 'em), so your
llie FOllCy
the Citadel crowd, but it only made
Agriculture. It was through his in- .
first day in school don't: buy radia-! The Tiger staff is dadicating its ££ L.'S"U."bunch"worseIharTwer
fluence that a special department j batteries
rj.Q tors, buy chapel seats, but 10 cent' efforts this year, as never before, being the only other ones of that
was created for the development of 2. "AM
I
WILLING
kind in the whole camp.
American agriculture. He encour- MAKE THE SACRIFICE?" ties for a dollar, raise too much to Clemson's upbuilding,
cain when they shave your head.
It starts the year with no "grud—oscar say?—
aged the establishment of land
You will have to forego If you have no afternoon labs,' ges'" and intends to have none. But That Frederick A. Dunlap, Class
grant colleges.
0llr time
Time
for >'
is yours to do with as! it will definitely print the news as of '37, '38, '39 finally got all his
It was at the conclusion of the some pleasures.
Civil War"that~demsori, returning I frolicking- will
have
to be you s-e :it- If >'ou belonS to an>" « sees u- and wiu attack what it; college and summer school behind
to the famous Calhoun Fort HUl LapHfW5 f__ hnn,„ „nri i,h : campus organization that requires; considers "wrongs" done by students, so that he could be with us at
plantation and ready to devote his sacrmce°, Ior D00KS an,a laD work after long roll, you will be al-; student organizations, or officials camp, and Oscar feels sure that if
Fred has a good enough camp reclowed to leave your room only for with all its strength
efforts to rehaailitating and reviv- ratory. Pleasure must be Sll- the
Th3
purpose of working.
Th3 Tiger, as has
ha been pointed ord he could be induced to come
ing the economy and morale of his perseded by work. Inclina- i
adopted state. "These objectives he tion will have to give wav to I The Saturda>" morning schedule out time and again, is the Clemson back for another Senior year if Elex
n,-,
,•
*
*' differs from tha weekdav plan student bodv's newsoaper—and it G. would let him be Brigade Comproposed to attain through the es- , ,
mander this time.
preparation
of < Everything is the same until 8. Then, \ will represent th; ~
body.
tablishment of an institution of labor. The
—oscar says—
daily assignments must come j instead of going to class, everyone
agricultural knowledge.
That he won't mention»any names
After the period of Reconstruc- first The spirit mav be will- stands inspection of room and perbut
the
lassie
that rode the bus all
tion the possibilities of the real- ing but the flesh
is often | S0.nneI; lVs a riP-roaring inspection. : Clemson's a swell
the way from Clemson to Anniston
and not a grain of dust on bed
izing of his dream were more faruine just to see Trainee George Rex
weak. If you are inclined to too.
YouAti find nowhr'
or rifle escapes the practiced eye of
vorable.
He finally gained the
here.; certainly was lucky to catch him on
morale tha
spirit
flesh, it the inspecting officers
support of his state. Before his surrender to the
ad. But: a free week-end, and Geo. was cerru
death he worked out a detailed would be best for you to stay | Classes being at 9 on Saturday | ^^ _^ here are good
the good so outshines'that bad, tainly lucky he didn't get caught
plan for the creating of Clemson at home.
"
that its almost negligible.'
i tne week-end following.
Agricultural College. In his will
3.
"AM
I
WILLING
TO
PAY
ties
that
would
fit
vou
for
The first fa, weeks there'll be; ^ he j^g,^ announce
he left his entire estate which inrnsT„,
purely
intellectual
studies, \ periods of homesickness and l°ne-|th—he'^uar-H;^ne*ck'" duo
eluded the whole of the Fort Hill!
1HL LObl .
]
plantation and some eighty thou- I Board, room, tuition and but may not be qualified for Jmess-but those wont last long., installed here by Qscar four years
y never
sand dollars It was not all easy |other expenses must be met. technical courses; if so se-j
.
'■ a«° wU1 be again organized next
going from then on. There seemed l,T
".
.
,„
,. „
to become opposition-public senti-;No provision is made
tor lect your college with discre-' The clemson president, mod^tor te^md^ X XidT Z
president. Freshmen will
ment was against the erecting of a | doles or gratuities. The State tion. Don t go to the wrong for tne Saluda Baptist association
f
I which held its annual meeting at be admitted this year provided they
college in the far corner of the aids ill the emplovment
of school
j Belton last week, invited the Tiger are "crummy" enough to meet restate. The low country held sus-|teachers and eouipment, but;
5. "AM I AMBITIOUS?"
staff over and promised "a good quirements during the first semes.4-..J™.. _.:i
Handicaps
have been given to the great grand- ithe. student
must ;„,pay t™
for TKJ
the
Handicaps can
can
be
over- dinner."
ter.
daughter of John c. Calhoun. With j opportunity to use them. If j come. Neither riches norpov-! The Tiger staff almost went.
•—oscar says—
That the McLaurin twins sho did
assistance of frieridlv statesmen the you and
your folks andjerty bar the road to success ;J
keep the Majors guessing down at
issue was earned into politics and ; f . d d
j ^ t ft is , health mind and opportunitv ' an last until one
f
Clemson College,
JT^
. tl__ -+mn„iA „™ <J!™™^+ ^„,.5u ;* ™„ I Sunday morning, breakfast and camp this summer, and they still
is one of the most successful agri- | worth the cost, then it would ; are equipment enough if you
reveille formations are combined haven't been able to tell which
Birth
does into one which is held at 8 o'clock. company they were on — whether
cultural institutions in the coun- be better
not to undertake have ambition.
try.
not, determine status in the! Dinner is at 1 and supper is at the they were both there all of the
the enterprise.
This biography by Professors r
time, neither part '0 the time, or
United States. "Hitch your'. usual hour.
4.
"DO
MY
TEACHERS
Holmes and Snerrill goes farther
any of 'em all of the time.
wagon
to
a
star."
"There
are
I
Everythings
works
according
to
THINK
ME
CAPABLE?"
—oscar 82
1
into the varied life of the man I
schedule. If a formation is scheThat this dirt will have to do for
teachers have had you no Alps." "They
shall not;
Clemson. Tells of his experiences , The
--«J
-"-"
""- | duled for 12 o'clock, it takes place at
iIW «„„««■» „av«= i«»* j-»- .«« -«*»I
a
while,
come
September, and the
in diplomatic service abroad. Re- ;n high
school
for
years. Ipass." Such phrases make the \ 12 not a second later. You will have
opening of school, at which time
^^^^ych^nSU|Sdde-jThe>* can JudSe as t0 your, keynote to a successful life, j a bit of trouble getting accustomed! w1irte%elVtedTwo°steadv""Good
scribes the part he played in the lability and willingness. Con- ^Thousands of boys have done to going to bed and getting up at | Buddies" to take the place next year
Civil War. The spirit of Clemson ; suit with them SO as not it. Thousands will be doing it a bugh's command, but the sche- . that T"-? Soph Sloan and Jake Haris within the walls of the insti- , to foo] yourself.
You
may this year. If you want to join dule does help the students keep I rison filled so well last year, and
normal, healthy hours and teaches j Oscar gives his word that no partution of which he dreamed; the;,
.,* „i.K.
,. i on„f„;„
this group, then tackle the them how to plan work then workjtiality will be shown in these selecman Clemson Is given you in this have the ability to do cei
their plan.
0 tions, 'cause politics don't county. 1
■things. You may have quali-;job and tackle it hard.
biography.
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McMillan To Lead Planning For S. C. Intercollegiate Press Meet
Clemson Host To Main Building Cornerstone
Many Learn To
All
Are
Eligible
For
State's Writers Was Laid 48 Years Ago Midst
Read And Write
Anderson Papers,
Honor Fraternities
Speeches, Picnics, And Rain
Others Will Have
Part In Program
Managing Editor George
McMillan, of the Tiger, was
this week appointed General
Chairman of the South Carolina Intercollegiate Press association, which holds its
annual convention at Clemson
November 2-3-4.
Mr. McMillan is vice-president of
the state association and is president of Clemson's Blue Key, honor
leadership fraternity.
Earl Mazo, Tiger editor, is president of the intercollegiate press
group and other officers are Ed
Schmidt, associate editor of the
Tiger,
corresponding
secretary;
and Marion R. Lawton, Tiger business manager, treasurer.
The convention will open in Anderson, where the 100 visiting collegiate journalists, representing practically every college in the state,
will be guests for a day of Wilton
E. Hall, publisher, and the Anderson
Independent and Daily Mail, morning and evening newspapers.
In Anderson the young journalists
will visit The Daily Mail and Independent plants, be feted at a banquet in the John C. Calhoun hotel
dining rooms, and have an "open
house" at the Anderson fair.
Remainder of the three day convention program includes a series
of lectures and discussion meetings,
a banquet at Clemson, and a final
dance.
Awards will be made to papers,
individuals, and magazines judged
'best" in their classes at the final
banquet in the Clemson mess hall.
A group of prominent American
newspapermen and writers are listed among the judges who will pass
on material entered in the various
competitions. They are: Newbold
Noyes, editor the Washington Evening Star; Dean Frank L. Martin,
Missouri school of journalism; Josephus Daniels, American ambassador to Mexico; John Temple Graves,
II, of Birmingham; Ralph McGill,
managing editor, the Atlanta Constitution; Hanson Baldwin, the New
York Times; and Robert Neville,
Time magazine.
The South Carolina Intercollegiate Press association is composed
of newspapers and magazines from
The Citadel, College of Charleston,
Coker, Converse, Erskine, Purman
university, Lander, Newberry, Presbyterian college, Winthrop, Wofford,
Columbia college, and Clemson.
John Leith of Erskine, Lecil
Drummond of Purman, and John
Lofton of the College of Charleston
are executive committeemen for the
association.

Only fraternities for scholastic accomplishment and personal merit
exist at Clemson. There are no national social fraternities, but each
school has its scholastic organization ,and Blue Key, Tiger Brotherhood and other clubs are a reward for leadership and interest shown
in school activities.
3,
Blue Key is the school's leading
fraternity. It's requirements are
character and leadership, and in
it are the leaders of each senior
class. The editor of the paper, the
president of the class, the Y.M.C.A.
head are all members of the nationally known Blue Key.
Emphasis Put On ReligTiger Brotherhood is the local
ious ' And Recreational
leadership frat for all classes, freshman through senior. Intensely acActivities.
tive in Clemson affairs, the outThe
Clemson Y. M. C. A. is a
standing work of the organization
last year was to build and com- complete recreation unit for the
pletely furnish a visitors room in Clemson cadets. Two gymnasiums,
first barracks.
Scabbard and Blade is the club a pool and ping pong room and a
for the cadet military "big-wigs." moving picture theatre furnish
Military readers from captain to media for everyday fun. Halls where
brigade commar»ser are included in weekly socials are held are also lothe club.
cated in the Y building.
Tau Beta Pi is the engineering
A popular event of the week at
scholastic fraternity. Its big re- Clemson is the "free-show". Each
quirement is high marks in engi- Friday afternoon and morning, and
neering and other subjects. One Saturday before and after dinner,
of the most exclusive clubs
in a feature picture is run free of
school, Tau Beta Pi at Clemson is
charge.
one chapter of the national chain.
Cadet organizations cooperating
Phi Kappa Phi is the goal of all with the Y in character-building
scholars. Its only requirement be- are the Y cabinets. There is a
ing a high grade ratio for work cabinet for each class. The cabinet
during the first three years in is an organization of the men in a
school.
class supervising
vesper services
Alpha Chi Sigma is the national each Sunday and doing as much as
chemistry fraternity with a Clem- possible, to keep a clean, religious
son chapter. Last year was its
atmosphere at Clemson.
first at Clemson.
Intra-mural athletics are under
Alpha Zeta is the nationally Y. M. C. A. direction. Fred Kirchprominent agriculture club that is
ner, head of the athletic program
active in farming affairs.
each year has tournaments in softThe Minarets is the architect's
ball, volleyball, basketball, swimhonor organization. One unusual
ming, track. Kirchner's goal is to
function of the club is to put silhave every cadet participate in
houettes of each member on the
some form of athletics while in
walls of the department of archischool.
tecture. Generations of Clemson
The theatre is a complete modarchitects now border the ceiling.
ern one, and is used by campus
Gamma Alpha Mu is the writers
fraternity. Each year manuscripts people as well as cadets.
The evening watch and freshman
are sent off to Octavus Roy Cohen,
fraternity patron, who judges them forum group work, that brings inand decides whether or not the wri- teresting speakers to the actual
ter is worthy to be declared a mem- quarters of the corps about once a
week, must be lined up. And along
ber of the club.
with that, plans must be made to
Sigma Tau Epsilom boasts rework, to
quirements so nigh that only five carry on deputation team
boys of the general science school other schools, next year .
Add to that the picnics at the
have been able to meet them. Juncabin on the river, for the freshiors and senibrs with high marks
invite the outstanding sophomore men, and the open house free nights
for company groups, and there is
into the club each year.
The textile boys have Phi Psi to the program for next year.
aim for with good marks and high
standards of character as their goal.
Alpha Tau Alpha is the honor
education fraternity.
And then there is the Central
Dance Association through which all
dances held in Clemson are arSeveral members of the engineerranged. The C. D. A. decoiutes
the fieldhouse for each dance and ing faculty journeyed to Pennsylmakes arrangements for the or- vania State College for an SP.E.E.
meeting this summer.
chestra and so forth.
S.P.E.E. is the Society for the
Block C club takes in outstanding
athletes who have earned their Promotion of Engineering Educaletters in some major sport. Men tion, its membership consisting
who play football, baseball, basket- mainly of faculty members of
ball, box or are on the track team technical institutions, but including many active engineers and
are members.
The Minor C club takes in all business men interested in develThe
letter-winners in the minor sports, opment of the profession.
organization makes an intensive
swimming, tennis and rifle team.
For outstanding musicians, Clem- study of problems in engineering
son's chapter of Mu Beta Psi holds education, and the answers provided by different schools.
open its membership.
Those attending from Clemson
Other outstanding organizations
at Clemson are:
The American were: Dean S. B. Earle, Professor
Associations of civil, mechanical and Mrs. F. T. Tingley, Professor
and agricultural engineers, The and Mrs. E. L. Clarke, Professors
A.I.E.E. for electrical engineers. B. E. Fernow, D. H. Shenk, and S.
Animal Husbandry Club, Calhoun R. Rhodes, and Doctors H. G. Smith
Forensic society, Dairy Club, First and A. B. Credle.
Sergeant's Club, Four-H Club, Glee
Club, Horticulture Club, International Relations, Junior Taps Staff,
Pre-Med Club, and The Senior
Platoon.
Eleven acres of South Carolina's
worn-out soil near Clemson is being reclaimed and made to grow
peaches.
A portion
of the government's
27,000 acre resettlement project located across the Seneca river from
Clemson and on the back road to
Clemson has graduated a number Seneca was recently
planted to
of America's prominent authors and peach trees, A. M. Musser, head of
journalists.
the Clemson college horticultural
Among them are: Octavus Roy department, said.
Cohen, probably the most widely
The work, being done in cooperknown; Ben Robertson, author of
ation with the soil conservation
"Traveler's Rest" and world travel- service, is part of the land "builded newspaperman; Gene Plowden,
ing-up" program.
United Press bureau head in BirAnd in three years, this 11 acre
mingham.
plot which has grown cotton for
Wright Bryan is city editor of the
years and become almost a desert,
Atlanta Journal; George Chaplin,
will bear peaches, Mr. Musser said.
city editor ofthe Greenville' Piedmont; T. P. "Hank" Acker, city
editort the Anderson Independent;
J. B. Hall, editor, the Anderson
Daily Mail; Harper Gault is on the
staff of the Rock Hill Evening HerJosephine Strother has been apald; W. G. Ashmore is on the edipointed assistant librarian in charge
torial staff of the Textile World; of cataloguing to replace Mrs.
Joe Sherman is Clemson's publicity Director;
flarry
Ashmore is Mary C. Stevenson.
Miss Strothers, a graduate of
achieving notable success as a feaShorter college in Rome, Georgia
ture writer on
the staff of the
and the Emory Library school, had
Greenville Piedmont.
P. D. McHugh is one of the edi- high recommendations.
Though she was born in Georgia,
tors of the Scientific American. 11
Miss Strother's parents were both
Her mother
J. A. Cook, Clemson graduate of South Carolinians.
1931 and formerly with Winnsboro was formerly Miss Verner of Walmills, Winnsboro, S. C, is now over- halla.
seer of carding at Erlanger cotton
mills company, Lexington, N. C.

Opportunity School Is
Holding Annual Summer
Session.

YMCA Is Center
Of Much Activity

It rained that day, but folks who backed Tillman and
his ideals came up to Clemson from all over the state—to
see the cornerstone laying of the Celmson college administration building.
That cornerstone was laid 48 years ago July 28, 1891.
And the college doors'were opened two years later.

In th« picture above, Clemson's^
registrar, Gus E. Metz, (left) is
looking on while • Tom E. Stanley,
assistant to the conege business
manager, points out the inscription
on the stone.
Jake Woodward, Clemson's
The cornerstone ceremony was
popular alumni secretary, says
some occasion.
"there's nothing like a good
There were speeches and picnic
lunches and plenty of rejoicing. And
garden." So he's practicing livepractically every one there was a
at-home*' to a big way.
Tillmanite.
Mr. Woodward's 1-4 acre plot,
The crowds came early. Some had
near
his Clemson home, grows
traveled all night, and they came
enough vegetables to feed two
in carts, two wheet buggies, on horse
families and several neighbors
and mule back, and in carriages.
through the summer.
B. P. Robertson, state chemist,
Thirty-two vegetables, everyone of those there, said the crowd
thing from gherkins and artiwas the largest that had gathered
chokes to tomatoes, grow on
in South Carolina up to that time.
that plot, and with two hours'
He said that only once before
attention a <say.
had people in South Carolina come
in a mass that could compare with
Dr. James E. Ward, Jr.; formerly the cornerstone
laying
visitors.
head of the Clemson economics de- That was when the Blue Ridge train
partment, has been
elevated to came to Pendleton in 1853.
head the
department of
social
Some 15,000 people were at the
sciences at Clemson, it was an- cornerstone laying.
nounced this week by Dr. Enoch
The morning was fair, aiifl about
W. Sikes, president, and Dr. D. W.
Five Denominations Have
Daniel, dean of the school of gen- 10 a: m. the rain started and kept
on. But the people stayed and they
Homes. Others Worship
eral science.
Dr. Ward received his Ph. D. in ate and listened to speeches.
At
Y.
Ben Tillman told of the virtues
economics at the University of Virthat
Clemson
Agricultural
and
Clemson's
churches play an imginia in 1935. He did undergraduate
work, and studied at the graduate Mechanical college would have portant part in the life of the stu,
schools of the University of Vir- and Major George B. L. Buist, a dents.
state
senator from
Charleston
Five denominations have churches,
ginia and Harvard university.
The social science department, spoke, and L. L. Polk from North ministers, and regular Sunday services on the campus.
which includes the history, sociolo- Carolina was a speaker.
The Masons laid the cornerstone
These are:
The Presbyterian,
gy,
psychology
and
economics
courses, was created by the board In a report of that gathering, with Dr. Sidney J. L.' Crouch; the
secretary Episcopal, with Rev. Donald Veale;
of trustees in 1938. Dr. Harrington Charles Ingleby, grand
C. Brearley, who left in June to of South Carolina Masons, said, in the Methodist, with Rev. David Clyassume a post at Peabody college, part .... "A special Communica burn; the Baptist, with Rev. J. K.
headed the department last year. tion of the Grand Lodge of A. P. M. Goode; and the Catholic, with
U of the state of South Carolina was Father Spiesman, of Anderson. All
held at Fort Hill, Anderson county, other denominations are offered the
on July 28, A. L. 5891, in the facilities of the Y. U. C. A. building
mechanical hall of the Clemson for their services.
The student young people's oragricultural and mechanical colganizations on the campus sponDr. Lee Milford, Clemson srur- lege, at 11 o'clock a. m."
geon, is taking a special course at
Grand Master Laurie
T. Izlar, sored by the churches are active in
the social life of the corps, and
*
the Lahey's clinic in Boston this laid the stone.
month.
The original building was burn 1 in offering new frontiers in cultural
and educational development. The
The course deals especially with and was rebuilt in 1894.
heart and intestinal diseases.
11
(Staff Photo by Hufford) leaders of these groups for next
year are: George McClure, heading
the P.S.A.; J. R. Bettis, president of
the Wesley Foundation Council;
and Dewitt Ross, leader of B.S.U.
One week of the year is dedicated
to the churches. This year, Dr.
Ray Jordan, of Winston-Salem, N.
C, will have charge of Religious
GREENVILLE
Emphasis Week.

And He Hasn't Lost
A Pound In Years

Dr. Ward Heads
Social Sciences

Churches Sponsor
Many Activities

Milford Studying
At Boston Clinic

HEYWARD MAH0N GO.
South Carolina's Leading Store
For Men and Young Men
"Clemson Headquarters In Greenville"

B. T. Morgan, who completed
special textile work at Clemson
textile school in 1938 and formerly
with Springsteln plant, Chester, S.
C, is now second hand of carding
at Erlanger cotton mills, Lexington,
N. C.
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START THE YEAR OFF
RIGHT
. AT—

We have over 2000 feet mill end garden
hose, fresh from factory—We make up
any wanted length. . . . It's about half
price. Buy your needs now!

SENECA
HARDWARE COMPANY
SENECA, S. C.

TJHE MODERN ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP
Expert Repairing
■»*#■—»»»»»»——»»»*»»»»»»»»>

ALL

Eight Attend
SPEE Meeting

Old Worn Out Soil
Will Grow Peaches

Clemson Writers
Gain Prestige

Cataloger Named
For College Library

Freshmen Handbook
Ready By September

APPLIANCES
—AT—

Richard Ruble Refrigeration Co.
Anderson, S. C.

Phone No. 97

The YMCA handbook will be off
the press and ready to be distributed to Clemson freshmen early
in September, Editor George McClure said recently.
The book, containing information
of importance to Clemson students
about the college and campus, is
printed annually by the YMCA. Roy
Cooper, of the YMCA staff, is advisor.
Several important features have
been incorporated in the pocketsized booklet that will be issued
this year, Mr. McClure said.

CAP'N F. H. CLINKSCALES, organizer and longtime mayor of Calhoun, Clemson's city, is one of Clemson's real figures. The man, who some say almost came
to Clemson on the first load of bricks, ran a livery stable
"downtown" for a while, and now sells ice and coal, employes a crew of property graders, farms and whathave-you. The Cap'n says that cotton is good this year,
and he says, too, that Clemson's crop of students grows
better annually. He is shown above, in one of those
characteristic poses, "shooting bull" with a Clemson
student, Joe Goodman.

New Regulations
May Be Adopted

The 1939 Opportunity school is
now in session under the leadership of Miss Wil Lou Gray. Over
360 pupils are enrolled and taught
by 45 teachers.
Courses are given in work beginning with the first grade of grammar school continuing through the
last year of high school. Credits
given in the institution are recognized in the high schools of the
state.
High school youngsters mingle
with people 70 years old and over
in the classrooms where adults learn
their ABCs and boys and girls in
their teens take advanced courses.
The school is attended mostly
by adolescents from farms and mill
districts who are unable to attend
regular sessions of grammar or high
school. Some of them, studying for
only one month, have completed
three full years of grammar school
work.
The pupils will continue their
studies until August 19.
S. M. Newsom, Clemson textile
graduate of 1934, has resigned as
instructor in the weaving and designing department at Clemson textile school. He is now affiliated
with Avondale mills,
Sylacauga,
Alabama.
The Persian native bread todaj
is little different from that used
1.000 years ago.

DRINK
DOUBLE COLA!

"Streamlined" Drill Formations Being Used By
Army.
The "streamlined" drill regulations, which will be adopted by the
army this year, may be made effective at Clemson, it was announced from the commandant's
office last week.
No order bringing about the
change, has been received at Clemson from army headquarters, as
yet, it was said.
The "streamlined drill" is much
simpler and entirely different from
the old. If Clemson goes modern on
the drill field, gone forever will be
'squads right" and "squads left".
The squad of the new rifle company, consisting or 12 members, will
form in a single rank, and in platoon drill one squad will form behind the other making a column
of squads three men deep.
To form column, the platoon executes right or left face. That's
all there is to the new drill except
a few additional movements such
as columns right or left.
For the company, there will be a
few other simple movements for
mass formations. Thus the company
formed in line executes right face
and forward march to move to the
right in column.
All the drills have been, adopted
to combat use and having been so
arranged or prescribed, extended
order drill will be eliminated. The
new drill can be used by any organization of any size. An officer
transferred from rifle companies to
weapon unite will no longer have to
learn a different close order drill.
The new regulations do not contemplate many cnanges in positions,
steps, marchings and manual of
arms. A few movements have been
done away with, though.
"Parade Rest", has bsen eliminated. "Port Arms" will be done in
two movements. "Right Shoulder
Arms", is not executed as a part
of forward march. First the rifle
movement and then forward march
is given. When halt is given, the
rifles will remain at right shoulder
until 'Order Arms" is given. The
regulations are said to be arranged
into four types of drill based on
transportation ( foot, animal, motor
carriers or motorized). The drill for
ceremonies nas also been so arranged that it can be applied equally to a battalion or a division.
The new drill is so much simpler
than the old form that much of
the time spent perfecting movements
on the drill field will be eliminated
giving more time for theoretical
and practical instruction in military
science.

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

SULLIVAN
HARDWARE CO,
ANDERSON, S. C.

STONE BROS.
Complete Outfitters To Men
Greenville, S. C.

-0^&. * *£*$ Sau-\'jC.
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SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

99

You Can Get Flowers For All

FOR RENT

Occasions

Apartments at Seneca
Two—3 Room
Two—4 Room
New, modern—with Heat
and Water
Ready for occupancy
Sept. 16th

FOR THE BEST PRICES

WAKEFIELD'S FLOWERS

See G. W. BALLENGER,
Seneca, S. C.

N. C. Poe, Jr., Pres. & Treas.

PHONE 4514

W. W. Poe, Sec

Member Southern Supply and Maehinery Distributors' Association
Member The National Wholesale Hardware Association

Poe Hardware & Supply Co.
HARDWARE AND MILL SUPPLIES
112 South Main Street

Greenville, S. C.
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First June Grads
Enroll In Iptay
Culvern, Monkton Lead
Line. Club Interested In
Athletics.
Iptay, organization of Clemson
alumni and friends interested especially in athletics, enrolled its
first 1939 June graduates immediately after the commencement exercises and has been enrolling alumni ever since.
Fred Culvern, of Kershaw, was
the first to join, followed closely
by Bill Monkton, of Columbia.
Iptay officials say that membership in their organization entitles
the alumnus or friend to first choice
seats at Clemson athletic events,
a weekly post-game report by
Coach Jess Neely on the athletic
event of the week and a subscription to the Tiger.
The organization was founded
several years ago in Atlanta by Dr.
Rube Fike and others.

NATIONAL NOTE CAME to J. P. Badia, a Puerto Rican, sophomore in the Clemson school of architecture, wnen It was announced recently that he wori
second honors in an international "World of Tomorrow"
poster contest sponsored by the New York World's Fair
Badia, snown above at his drawing board, planned and
submitted his poster from Puerto Rico last year. His
poster, he said, represents three figures: Mars, God of
War 'Yesterday,' and 'Tomorrow.' It is symbolic of the
future and past combining to keep down Mars. Mr. Badia's reward is a medal. (Staff photo by Hufford.)

Cadet Appointments
Are Announced
Continued from Page One-

COMPANY G—2nd

Co. Commander—McLaurin, C. H
Executive—Trexler, B. D.
COMPANY F—(Football Co.)
Platoon Leaders—Sharpe, R. C.
Co. Commander—Moorman, R.W. Furtick, O. K.
1st Sergeant—Maness, L. E.
Executive—Payne, J. E.
Supply Sergeant—Kearse, F. M.
Platoon Leaders—Copley, W. M.;
COMPANY H—
Harrison, B. S.; Ziegler, C. M.
1st. Sergeant—Brady, W. P.
(Day Cadets)
Supply Sergeant—Pairey, P. W.
Co. Commander—Wade W. B.
Executive—Smith, G. L.
COMPANY G—1st
Platoon Leaders—Hammond, J. G.
Co. Commander—Jones, C. L.
Farnum, C. O.
Executive—Embody, C. P.
1st Sergeant—Holley, F. L.
Supply Sergeant—Buchanan, H.L,
Platoon Leaders— Jolly, O. C;
Adams, P. H.
3rd Bn.—2nd
De Mai, N. 1st. Sergeant—Davis,
Bn. Commander—Hunt, S. C.
S. E.
Executive—May, D. R.
Supply Sergeant—Mace, J. S.
Adjutant—Hester, B. F.
Supply Officer—Miller, G. M.
3rd BN—1st STAFF
Sergeant Major—Sterghos, J. D.
Bn. Commander—Kolb, K. W.
COMPANY I—2nd
Executive—Crumbley, J. O.
Adjutant—Simpson, A. T.
Co. Commander—Ragadale, W. Jf.
Supply Officer—Murrah, T. A.
Executive—Bridges, M. L.
Sergeant Major—McMahon, E. O.
Platoon Leaders—Lane, C. S.
Blair, C. H. West, T. P.
COMPANY I—1st
1st Sergeant—Desportes, J. A.
Co. Commander—Sanders, A. W.
Supply Sergeant—Rhodes, G. P.
Executive—Gage, G. W.
COMPANY K—2nd
Platoon Leaders—Forsythe, R. O.;
Carson, C. R.; Bryant, G. C.
Co. Commander—Quanta, W. P.
1st. Sergeant—Cline, W. E.
Executive—Poore, F. J.
Supply Sergeant—Lowe, W. H.
Platoon Leaders—Pugh, W. K,
Holcombe, R. O., Truluck, W. J.
$!?%NY K-lst
1st Sergeant—Taylor, J. O.
Bder—Jones, J. B.
Supply Sergeant—Ellis, W. N.
Veils, F. E.
COMPANY L—2nd
Pla-toon readers—Smith, D. T.;
Ward, H. E.; Gilliam, L. G.
Co. Commander—Burns, P. J.
1st. Sergeant—McAllister, P. W.
Executive—Bryan, C. B.
Platoon Leaders—Putnam, F. F.
Supply Sergeant—Jenkins, M. I.
Bateman, F. F., Newton, C. G.
COMPANY L—1st
1st Sergeant^-Pitchford, C. W.
Co. Commander—Crews, M. 8.
Supply Sergeant—Hair, B. B.
Executive—Levin, J. H.
COMPANY M—
Platoon Leaders—McCartney, O.
K.; Rivejs, p. F.; Cathcart, T. M.
(Day Cadets)
'A^'-Sergeant—Crayton, T. W.
Co. Commander—Okurowski, W. B.
Supply Sergeant—Bethea, C. J.
Executive—Williams, A. V.
Platoon Leaders—Houck, J. L.
2nd REGIMENT STAFF
Planck, C. G.
Regt. Commander—Liles, J. R.
1st Sergeant—Oaughman, R. B.
Executive—Gray, J. F.
Supply Sergeant—Robinson, H. H.
Adjutant—Burdette, E. K.
Chaplain—Arrington, L. R.
Supply Officer—Spires, C. E.'
CORPORALS
Sergeant Major—Rutledge, T. B.
Color Sergeant—Driver, A. H.
Adiokea, ft. C.
Color Sergeant—Wentzel, D. B.
Albersrotti, W. M.
Supply Sergeant-^Sellers, A. B.

1st Bn. 2nd
Bn. Commander—Rhyne, W. A.
Executive—Ariail, R. L.
Adjutant—Triplett, C. H.
Supply Officer—Propst, M. C.
Sergeant Major—Rogers, F. E.

COMPANY A—2nd
Co. Commander—King, R. A.
Executive—Mays, H. B.
Platoon Leaders—Shuler, G., Foster, W. W.
1st Sergeant—Freeman, E. A.
Supply Sergeant—Lytton, K. G.

COMPANY B—2nd
Co. Commander—Anderson, W. D.
Executive—Garrison, J. S.
Platoon Leaders—Anderson, G. J.
1st Sergeant—Ficklin, M. T.
Supply Sergeant—Jackson, C. O.

COMPANY C—2nd
Co. Commander—Kerhulas, T. E.
Executive—Cook, H. L.
Platoon Leaders—Sutton, A. D.
Aiorgan, P. E.
1st Sergeant—Seabrook, P. D.
Supply Sergeant—Jenkins, S. T.

COMPANY D—2nd
Co. Commander—Marshall, R. B.
Executive—Stoudemire, G. L.
Platoon Leaders—Wright, M. E.
l
8ryant, R. H.
1st Sergeant—Henry, G. C.
Supply Sergeant—O'Sheilds.
2nd Bn. 2nd
Bn. Commander—Stallworth, J. M.
Executive—Lemmon, J. C.
Adjutant—Keel, 3. T.
Supply Officer—Cleveland, E. P.
Sergeant Major—Driesbach, L. D.

COMPANY E—2nd
Co. Commander—Richardson, T.
Executive—Kearse, W. H.
Platoon Leaders—Bagnal, H. T.
Bailey, W. B.
1st Sergeant-Holmes, F. S.
Supply Sergeants-Carder, W. H.

COMPANY F—2nd
Co. Commander—Sells, C. K.
Executive—McLaurin, K. F.
Platoon Leaders—Irick, E. F„
Little, J. F.
1st Sergeant—Ross, E. A.
Supply seraeani—Trobaugh, A. K.

Alman, M. H.
Anthony, S. H.
Armstrong, H. H.
Badia, Jesus.
Bailey, W. M.
Barlow, John.
Barnes, F. Sanders.
Barton, J. H.
Beatty, R. W.
Belk, G. H.
Bell, H. F.
Bell, J. ft.
Belue, F. W.
Benjamin, I.
Bird, J. P.
Blackwell, B. ■.
Bowers, ft. S.
Brooks, Q. P.
Brown, J. C.
Brunson, W. L.
Buist, B.
Burgess, G. H.
Burnette, H. W. '
Cannon, O. B.
Carsill, T. C.
Carson, W. A.
Clark, W. M.
Campbell, C. M. _
Coleman, H. A.
Colvin, J. S.
Cope, C. B.
Cox, J. L.
Clowney, J. T.
Coltrane, R. A.
Crawiord, K. L.
Crosland, D.
Dantzler, L. A,
Davant, G. D.
Dean, J. F.
Denny, R- E.
Dixon, J. S.
Donley. W. H.
Dorn, O. G.
Dubose, F.
Dusenberry, J. D.
Blledge, L. D.
Epting:. C: E.
Fennell, R. C.
Ferguson, J. G.
Fortunato, F. J.
Fowler, J. D.
Gate, T. W.
Galway, J. JB. W.
Gamble, J. B.
Carlinkel, N.
Garrett, W. O.
Garrison, T. B.
Gasque, J. S.
, Genet, ft. R. I".
Gettys, B. W.
Gleason, R. N.
Glenn. D. M.
Glenn, J. D.
Glenn, J. Dayii.
Goblet, Q. T.
Godfrey, J.
Goodman, J. L.
Goodman, M. B.
Gorman, E.
Grayson, J. H.
Haddon, T. J.
Hammond. C. B.
Hardee, E.
Harris. W. M.
Hawkins. W. C.
Heinsohn. H. H.
Hiffgins, J. C.
Billburn. I. 3-

Hobson, W. M.
Holmes, H. H.
Hooker, W. P.
Howard, G. R.
Hunbard, J. C.
Hughes, S. C.
Huggin, F, E.
Hughes, R. A.
Hunter, M. R.
Irby, W. C.
James, B. M.
Jameson, ■ L. H.
Jaudou, R. H.
Jessen, H. HJohnston, A. E.
Jones, R. H.
Jones, S. J.
Jordon, U. B.
Kalwitz, M. F.
Kay, C. W.
Kendrick, T. F.
King, B. N.
Kervin, W. W.
Klinok, J. M.
Lane, J. V.
Leonard, B. R.
Lesesne, C. B.
Ligon, W. S.
Lindsay, H. N.
Linge, W. C.
Long, R. F.
MeConnell, F. F.
McKee, L. G,
McLeod, R. K.
Marvin, O. D.
Mathias, F. T.
Merritt, W. E.
Miley, G. F.
Morgan, C. C.
Nickles, L. H.
O'Dell, D. G.
Palles. M. D.
Palmer, N. H.
Parker, T. M.
Parrone, A. J.
Petty, D. M.
Pickens. R. E.
Poe, W. M.
Rabb, J. M.
RadcliHe, N. B.
Reeder, H. O.
Richards, L.
Robins, J. E.
Robinson, W. A.
Rogers, D. C.
Rogers, J. S.
Rogers, S. S.
Roles, A. W.
Roof, R. C.
Rumph, W. P.
Sams, B. B.
Seigler, J. D.
Seyle, F. W.
Sherard. J. H.
Simpson, J. F.
Simpson, J. H.
Skardon, J. W.
Smith, E. N.
Sosa, R.
Sosnowski. J. R.
Sottile, V. N. .
Spearman, V, A.
Starnes, J. D.
Strawhorn, H.
Tarleton, H. J.
Taylor, g. C.
Thames, F. H.
Thomas, A. E.
Thomas, ft. G.
Thompson. J. L.
Tnompson, J. L.
Ting-le, A. M.
Tinugle, W. B.
Todd, A. L.
Tremmier, J, D.
Walden, A. R.
Watkins, M. D.
Watkins, M. D.
Watson, J. B.
Watson, M. B.
Walden. A. R.
Way, H. G.
Webster. F. S.
West, F. T.
Weinheimer, R. 3.
Whall, R. F.
White, J. B.
White. T. P.
Williams, G. L.
Williams, L.- JL.
Wilson, B. R.
Wilson, J. M.
Wright. E. E.
Toung, J. G.
Zimmerman, C.

SUMMER'S BIGGEST EXCITEMENT—

Summer School Students Fight
Valiantly, Are Overcome By
Smoke, In Campus Store Fire

Students Will
Get More Shirts
Clothing Issue Changed.
Thousands Of Articles
Ordered.
Several changes in the amount
of clothing issued to Clemson students will be made this year, it was
announced recently by Sergeant
Harry Wilkinson, quartermaster.
Freshmen will receive six shirts
instead of five, and will not be
issued white cross belts.
Upperclassmen will receive six
shirts, a pair of pants, a cap and
one web belt. All three upper
classes will receive the same allowance.
Sergeant Wilkinson has ordered
11,580 shirts. The total order of
last year was 660 dozen. 1,775 caps
and a thousand trousers will arrive in the clothing room in August
to be stored and issued to the
freshman class in September.
Supplementary orders will be
given for clothing for upperclassmen and special sizes. Orders probably will continue to be sent
throughout the year as blouses are
measured to allow for a five pound
increase in weight and many Qf
the cadets gain between 15 and
20 pounds during their first few
weeks at Clemson.

The Bqst Hobby Of
Them All—Clemson
If you consider Alumni Secretary Jake Woodward an authority, then Goode Bryan, of
Greenville, has the best hobby
of them all.
Goode's side-line, which he
says is as important as his
work, is—Clemson.
The Greenvillian is listed
among Clemson's most loyal
alumni.

Meters Galore

Added To Lab

Clemson had more than its share of excitement Sunday
afternoon, July 16, when fire, breaking out in the rear of
the Dixie grocery store located across the street from the
new post office, destroyed the establishment «with an estimated damage of $10,000.
Summer school students and men'
from the campus aided in fighting
the fire which spread rapidly. Fire
trucks from Anderson and Pendleton were called.
Hugh Boozer, of Batesburg, and
H. N. Dent, St. Matthews, were
overcome with smoke while fighting the blaze. They were qucikly
revived.
In the pictures above, taken by
Tiger staff photographers Bob Hufford and J. D. Brown, are shown:
1. The fire and smoke as it enveloped the outside of the brick
building. 2. Hugh Boozer, overcome by smoke, being carried to
safety by E. F. Floyd, Mullins, and
Sam Harper of Andrews.
Seven Clemson students in the
school of education, taking special
work this summer so that they
may graduate in three years, are
teaching at the summer session in
Six Mile school.
The teaching is in keeping with
a practice teaching course.

m<-mm

Faculty Spends
Summer Studying
Textile Men Working On
Master's Degree. Others
Here.
Several members of the textile
school faculty are studying at
Pennsylvania State college this
summer.
They are: G. H. Dunlap, Gaston
Gage and T. A. Campbell, Jr., of
the carding' and spinning department; W. E. Tarrant and W. B.
Williams of the weaving and designing department. These men are
working toward a master's degree
in education.
M. L. Huckabee of the chemistry
and dyeing department has just
returned from the University of
North Carolina where he has completed his work for a master's degree, with the exception of his
thesis.
G. B. M. Walker, who will succeed S. M. Newsom in the weaving
and designing department at Clemson next year, took special work in
industrial education at Clemson this
summer. Mr. Walker completed the
textile engineering course at Clemson in February, 1937. Since that
time he has been connected with
Dunean Mills, Greenville, S. C.

Crouch Presides At
Presbyterian Meet
Dr. S. J. L. Crouch was chairman of the University Group at a
recent convention of the Presbyterian Educational Association of
the South, .which he and Mrs.
Crouch attended in Montreat,' N.
C.
The University Group consisted
of Presbyterian ministers who serve
at state institutions all over the
South.
Dr. Crouch will conduct a weeklong series of evangelistic meetings
at Liberty Spring s Presbyterian
Church, Cross Hill, S. C, starting
August 6.
1
Dr. Enoch W. Sikes,
Clemson
president, was Mediator at the Saluda Baptist association meeting in
Belton this week.

Approximately sixteen more electrical meters, including voltmeters,
ammeters, watt meters, and possibly
some other types, and a sine-wave
generator will supplement Clemson's
already modern electricity laboratory equipment.
Several of the meters are a gift
from Westinghouse, at the suggestion of R. J. Farmer. Westinghouse was dismantling some switchboards, and M. R. Farmer, who
graduated at Clemson in 1938, asked
that some of the meters be sent
to Clemson where they could be
used in the extensive laboratory
training.
The sine wave generator has a
wide range of possible waves which
can be mixed or jumbled to give
almost any conceivable combination.

Two Grads Guide
At Fair Exhibit
Two '39 graduates of the Clemson
School of Engineering are guides
to Westinghouse's World Fair exhibit in New York.
J. C. Cook, of Atlanta, who finished in mechanical engineering, and
K. J. McCown, of Anderson, who
received a BS. in electrical engineering, were employed by Westinghouse immediately upon graduation, and have since been transferred to the World's Fail- work.

Engineers Push
Library Drive
"The Tau Beta Pi drive for a
better engineering library will be
carried on next year, with added
vigor", said P. T. Garret, president,
from Fountain Inn, recently.
Much has been accomplished, and
a real start has been made toward
a library by the contributions so
far, but the honor engineering frat
leader revealed that the library was
not even near "its goal".
The drive was started this year
when J. O. Sweeney, of Charleston,
was president of Tau Beta Pi.
Dr. S. B. Earle, Dean of the Engineering School was made a Fellow of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the highest honor
that organization can bestow, at
the summer meeting which was
held in San Francisco.
Dr. Earle will be one of approximately one hundred Fellows
of the society in the United States.
He is also a councilor, and past
president of the organization.
Dr. Earle will attend the winter
meeting, to be held in conjunction
with that of the British Engineers,
in New York, in September.
He is a past president of the
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education.
Dr. B. O. Williams, professor of
rural sociology and statistics at
Clemson, taght a seriss of^graduate
courses at the Louisiana State university this summer.

Physics Prof Builds Own Home
On Hill Overlooking Campus
By WYLEME POOL
Located on top. of a#n:il, built for the most part by himself and
his sons, and full of surprises, stands a modern "house that jack built,"
the property of Dr. Hugh M. Brown, physics professor at Clemson
college.
Several years ago, Dr. and Mrs.^>
Brown conceived the idea of building a home for themselves on their
sixty acre hill-top lot which commands not only a beautiful view
of the Clemson campus, but also
a magnificent vista of the distant
mountains. This idea has now been
Appeared Oxer 50 Times
realized; the house is on the verge
To Date. Will Reach
of completion.
Canada.
The building has one and a naif
stories, and is built of native stone
Dr.
D. W. Daniel, dean of the
and Georgia granite. The interior
is finished in plaster and paneled school of general science, who has
pine. Hewed beams form a part made over fifty speeches throughof the ceilings, rock has been used out the country during the past
exclusively in construction of the year, is continuing his schedule into
fireplace, wrought iron railings,
hinges, and handles are placed the summer months.
He has just returned to the camthroughout the house, cedar lines
the closets, and the bathroom show- pus from Georgia where he had
engagements Monday morning at
ers are tiled.
A veritable maze of "Rube Gold- the Georgia State College for Wombergish" inventions are scattered en in Milledgeville, and Monday
over the house. Dr. Brown has built night at the Dublin Rotary club.
a wood box for his fireplace, one His schedule for this week also inend of which opens onto the porch, cludes an address on Friday at the
the other opening in the living North Carolina Press association,
room. This, he explains, will save Wrightsville Beach.
many a trip out-doors in cold
Dr. Daniel's next four engageweather.
ments are scheduled in three states
A little waste vent has been built and Canada: The Farm and Home
from the kitchen into the fuel Week Program, Baton Rouge,
room, through which the trash Louisiana, on August 8; Fanners
swept up from the floor may be' eas- Federation picnic at Swannanoa,
ily disposed of.
North Carolina, on August 16; FarAll of the closets of the house mers Cooperative picnic, Harrishave been raised slightly from the onburg, Virginia, on August 29; and
floor to keep dust from being sucked the Ontario-Quebec-Montreal-Mariinto them when the closet door is time district Kiwanis convention
opened.
at Ottawa, Canada, on September
The main staircase leading to the 25.
second floor is built so as to form
a balcony stretching across the
Copies of the book "Thomas G
width of the room.
Clemson" by Professors Alester G,
In the basement, the family has Holmes and George Sherrfll are on
constructed a game room to be sale by the Celmson alumni corpoused mainly at the convenience of ration.
the two sons of the household. This
room is durably lined with stone.
From the Chicago World's Fair, product of his Inventive imaginaDr. Brown got the idea for his tion, a built-in seat in the shower.
In the bottom of the window
modernistic curving first floor hall.
A door which opens on to this hall seats, from every nook and cranny,
drawers have been built to hold
curves too.
A stairway built from the back things.
The bolts used to fasten the
porch directly to the sons' upstairs
bedrooms, was Mrs. Brown's idea. wrought iron hinges on the front
Thus, the boys are able to get up- door have been hammered so that
stairs without having first to come they resemble old nails.
through the front of the house.
The Brown's property used to be
In the bathrooms, Dr. Brown has an old farm. They have their own
installed daylight lighting fixtures. well, keep their own chickens, and
In the bathroom, too, is another cultivate their fields.

Daniel Speeches
Heard Everywher

For Guaranteed Electrical
Installations and Repairs
SEE

STEVENS ELECTRIC CO.
(CORNER

N. MAIN & FEDERAL STREETS
DAY PHONE 85

ANDERSON, S. C.
NIGHT 988

M

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC
SALES AND SERVICES

FRED GENTRY, FLORIST

Call Phone 6

PHONE 4

SENECA, S. C.

THE AMERICAN SHOE SHOP
LIEUTENANT - COLONEL HERBERT M. POOL
will replace Major J. P. Gammon on the Clemson military staff. Major Gammon has been transferred to
West coast duty. Colonel % Pool arrived from Panama
with his family in June. He is shown, above, with Mrs.
Pool (left) and daughter, Wylene, looking over the
Clemson colors in the commandant's office. (Staff photo by Hufford.)

THE BEST PEACHES EVER GROWN at Clemson
are weighing down the college's 25 acres of orchards
this summer. Some 115 varieties are grown and sold at
the college's roadside market intersection of Anderson
and Greenville roads. Professor A. M. Musser head of
the department of horticulture is shown above examinining one of the experimental trees. (Staff photo by
Hufford.)

All kinds of Shoe Repairing at Reasonable Prices
All Work Guaranteed

Refrigerators—Radios—Washing Machines—
Cook Stoves and Small Appliances
Full and Complete Stocks—
Paints—Auto Casings—Farm Machines,
China, Glassware, Aluminum, Enameled Ware
and Household Utensils '

FREE SHINE WITH EVERY JOB

BALLENGER HARDWARE CO.

Located Bodiford's Cleaners Down Town

SENECA, S. C.

f\
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Experiment On
Clemson Sidewalks

It Took 39 Years,
But It Happened

ALUMNI Secretary Jake
Woodward has served
Clemson's alumni association for many years. He
played on one of Clemson's earliest football
teams.

Registrar Tells
Of What Clemson
Has To Offer
Courses In
Six Schools
Are Prepared
, Have you decided to bsgin a college course in September?
Have you decided to enter Clemson?
Have you decided upon the course
of study to take at Clemson to prepare you for life and a living?
These are questions faced by the
high-school graduates to
whom
this paper is sent, and especially
by those who are interested in the
occupations for which Clemson prepares its students.
Tc help the entering student at
Clemson to decide upon a course
of study a special schedule of talks
and conferences will be followed on
one day of the freshman week program. The talks will be made by
the deans of the various schools of
the college, and during the conference period, undecided freshmen
may talk with faculty representativs
of the major departments.
At Clemson college the entering
student indicates his choice of a
major course of study at the beginning of the freshman year. However,
certain major
courses are the
same for the first year or two of
the college course, and others differ in only one or two subjects.
While it is to the advantage of
the student to make a final decision
before beginning his course, it is
possible in many cases for a student
to change his course after one semester or a year and still meet the
rquirements for graduation in four
years. Certain other changes, however, necessitate the student's attending summer school or spending
an extra semester or year in college.
Every course
in the college Is
broadened to include instruction in
such subjects
as English, social
science, physics, chemistry,
and
mathematics, but to emphasize the
fields of specialization, the twentytwo curricula are grouped under
the schools of Agriculture, Chemistry, iftigineering, General Science,
Textiles, and Vocational Education.
Records kept during the past few
years indicate that
within two
months after commencement, over
eighty per cent of the graduates
of these twenty-two courses have
ben successful in securing positions
as a result of the demands of industrial concerns, agricultural enterprises,
scientific
laboratories,
%nd educational institutions.
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
With the exception of Agricultural Engineering, which is a special
curriculum, and Agricultural Education, which is organized under
the school of vocational education,
the entering students planning to
major in various phases of agri-

V

The state will conduct a series of paving experiments on
the Ciemson si<;e walks this year
Dave Watson, public utility director, has announced.
Cris-crossed
sidewalks
in
strategic — otherwise
called
muddy— places,
choice
and
springy and bast upon a cotton fabric composition, resembling asphalt paving very much
in appearance and wear, will be
laid.

The building which was erected
39 years ago to house Climson's
fertilizer analysis department,
will be used for that purpose
alone, for the first time next
year.
After its completion in 1900,
the "fertil&er" building was diverted to class rooms, then the
post office was moved in and
the athletic offices.
This summer the post office
took up quarters in its new
building and the athletic headquarters was transferred into
the old textile building, and
now workmen are erecting laboratories and offices in the
"fertilizer building"—for fertilizer wors.
culture pursue the same curriculum
for the first two years. At the beginning of the junior year, the student elects to major in one of the
specialized fields of agriculture, including
Agricultural
Economics,
Agronomy,
Animal
Husbandry,
Diary, Entomology, and Horticulture.
Recent graduates of these major
courses are now holding such positions as county agents,
assistant
county agents, experiment station
specialists, agronomists, managers
of dairy
companies,
specialists
with meat- packing companies, research specialists in agricultural economics, agricultural engineers, horticultural managers
of nurseries,
and specialists in crop-pest control
work. Others are connected with the
Soil Conservation
Service, while
some are farming.
SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY
Only one major course, an Intensive course in Chemistry, is offered
under
the school
of chemistry.
Graduates of the past few years
are holding positions as chemists
with such companies as The American Norritt Company, Swift and
Company, Eastman Company, American Chemical Company, and the
Southern Cotton Oil Company.
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
The courses offered under the
School of Engineering include ArCivil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering. The first two courses lead to
chitecture, Chemistry-Engineering,
the Bachelor of Science
degree,
while the last three lead to the
degrees of Bachelor of Civil Engineering,
Bachelor of Electrical
Engineering, and Bachelor of Mechanical
Engineering, respectively.
The courses in Civil, Electrical, and
Mechanical Engineering
are the
same for the first year.
Recent engineering graduates are
connected with the State Highway
Department and the United States
Engineering Department, with the
General Electric Company and the
Westinghouse Electric Company,
with the federal Power Commission,
Southern Bell Telephone and Telgraph Company, Radio Corporations
and the Tennessee Valley Authority.
The architectural graduates are
engaged as architects with construction companies, as commercial illustrators, and in other related occupations.
SCHOOL OF GENERAL SCIENCE
The School of General Science
offers the two major
courses of
General Science and Pre-Medicine.
These two courses are the same
for the first year. The General Science course is a general
college
course and is recommended for students preparing themselves for the
professions.
The course in Pre-Medicine is
designed to meet the general entrance requirements
of standard
medical colleges.
The list of recent graduates includes auto dealers, life insurance
salesmen, instructors and administrativ assistants
in colleges, and
jouranissts; some have taken professional training at other institutions and* have become surgeons,
librarians, and lawyers.
SCHOOL OF TEXTILES
The three textile majors include
Textile
Chemistry and
Dyeing,
Weaving and Designing, and Yarn
Manufacturing. Students in Weaving and Designing and Yam Manufacturing take the same subjects
for the first year, while the Textile

Summer School
Ends Successful
Special Session
THE NEW TEXTILE BUILDING, housing one of the
most modern textile schools in the United States, was
opened for students last year. When textile students

return this year they will find several machinery improvements, and the same up-to-date atmosphere.

11 Medals, Prizes
Are Awarded At
Annual Exercises

MESS HALL VIEW, of one of Clemson's three spacious dining rooms (above) shows
the clean, neat arrangement—the atmosphere in which Clemson students take their
meals.
Chemistry and Dyeing students begin their major course in the freshman class.
Graduates of the last few years
are to be found in textile comr-nies and manufacturing positions
with such concerns as the Ware
Shoals Manufacturing
comp vny,
The Lancaster Cotton Mill, The \ictor-Monaghan Mill, The Goodyear Clearwater Mill, Rockmart, Georgia
and the Burlington Cotton Mill,
Burlington, North Carolina.

SCHOOL OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION
The School of Vocational Education offers courses in Vocational
Agricultural Education, Industrial
Education, Textile Industrial Education, and a course for preparing
high-school teachers
of general
subjects. Students enrolling under
this school begin their major courses
in the freshman class.
Over ninety per cent of the agricultural teachers in South Carolina, and many in other states),
have been trained at Clemson.
Other recent gradautes of this
school have such positions as teachers of industrial arts and manual
arts, and teachers of general high
shcool subjects. Some of the agricultural education graduates are
also to be found in related positions
ssuscsh as assistant county agricultural agents, farm security supervisors, and soil conservation specialists.

Sikes And Daniel To Stay On At
Clemson; Trustees Hold Meeting
Dr. Enoch W. Sikes,
Clemson
president,
and Dr. D.
Wistar
Daniel, dean of the school of general science will remain
in their
official capacities, it was announced by Chairman W. W. Bradley of
the Board of Trustees after thenannual
t,ummer
meeting
last
month.
The trustees ended their annual
summer session after
approving
the college budget,
conditionally
accepting 27,000 acres of resettlement lands from the government,
retiring two members of the college
staff, and attending other routine
matters.
Dr. Sikes, who last. year reached
the retiring age, tendered his resignation to the trustees. But
on
request of the trustees he will remain president,
until a special
committee "out president hunting"
finds the "right man," J. B. Douthit, Jr., a member of that committee, said.
Dr. Daniel, who also reached the
retiring age last year, was unconditionally reappointed for another
year. Ben F. Robertson, state chemist, and Dr. W. H. Mills, professor
of rural sociology, were retired.
The budget proposed by Business
Manager J. C. Little John and the
college staff was accepted and ap-

proved, with few minor changes.
Other actions include:
The resettlement lands, covering
2f£000 acres, and stretching over
three counties, were accepted from
the government with "provisions,"
Chairman Bradley said. The legislature this year provided $5,000 for
the care of those lands, but Mr.
Bradley said "we must make
arrangements for handling them,". A
special trustee
committee
will
make those arrangements immediately, it was understood.
The board passed a ruling that
not more than three students would
be allowed to live in one barracks
room. This action, observers believed, was in reality a move to
limit the now
crowded
student
body.
Dr. Sikes, who has served
as
Clemson's president since July 1,
1925, submitted the following resignation:
"I myself
reached the retiring
age last year. I now ask to be relieved of the presidency. To the
general assembly,
the trustees,
faculty, students, alumni and citizens of the state and community,
I can say with the psalmist: "The
lines have fallen to me in pleasant
places."
The board then
requested Dr.
Sikes to act as president if necessary for another year, but with
the definite understanding that he
would be retired when the subcommittee reached a decision as
to his successor.
In acceptng, Dr. Sikes said:
"I had definitely planned to retire this year but as long as it is
possible for me to render service to
Clemson college and the state
of
South Carolina I will be at your
call."
Although several
successors to
Dr. Sikes were discussed, io action was taken. T. Benton Young
of Florence,
chairman of the
"president seeking" committee, was
absent from the meeting because
of illness.
Other absent trustees were Edgar
A. Brown of Barnwell and A. Frank
Lever of Columbia.

Eleven Clemson
students were
awarded scholarships' medals
or
prizes at the commencement exercises June 5, 1939. These awards,
which were announced too late to
be published in the last
regular
issue of The Tiger, were presented
to the following students:
The Norris Medal awarded the
student having the best all-round
record during his entire
college
course was presented to
T. R.
Bainbridge of Savannah, Georgia.
Nicholas DeMai of Rocky Mount,
N. C, received the R. W. Simpson
Medal for the best drilled cadet.
The Textile Otolorist .prize for
the best work in Textile Chemistry
and Dyeing was given to Jacob K.
Smith of Patterson, N. J.
Joseph G. Smith of
Clearwater
was awarded the medal offered by
the National Association of Cotton Manufacturers for highest excellence in Textile Engineering.
H. E. Ferguson of McCormick received the $50.00 i given by the
Clemson Foundation to an undergraduate who is attending Clemson largely through his own efforts and whose scholastic record
is good.
The prize given by the faculty
of the School of Agriculture to
the Agricultural graduate having
the highest scholastic record for
four years was awarded to R. JFerree of Campobello.
The Anderson Fellowship, which
provides the sum of $400 to be used
by
an agricultural graduate in
pursuing
graduate
study,
was
awarded to Henry M. Covington of
Bennettsville.
K. W. Kolb of Savannah, Georgia, was presented with the medal
given by the South Carolina Reserve Officers' Association to . the
outstanding R, O. T. C. cadet in
the junior class.
The Arnold Boyd English Honor
Key for the best work in the English department was presented to
F. W. Durban of Aiken.
An architectural medal
offered
by the South Carolina chapter of
the American Institute
of Archi
tects was awarded to A. H. Chap
man of Spartanburg.
The pen with which the diplomas
of the members of the graduating
class were signed was presented to
J. O. Sweeny of Charleston, presi'
dent of the class.

4 Professional
Degrees Awarded
At the commencement exercises
in June, four professional degrees
were awarded by the school of engineering.
Three outstanding members of
the class of 1919 commemorated
their twentieth reunion by fulfilling the requirements for professional recognition
by their Alma
Mater. The professional degree ol
Mechanical Engineer was awarded
ti Earle Monroe Morecock, who is
now connected with the Rochester
Athenaeum and Mechanics Institute, Rochester, N. Y., and to Paul
Lindsy Tollison, who is connected
wit the Wood Newspaper Machinery Corporation to. Plainsfield, N.
J. Their classmate, Norman Frederick Rode, A. and M. College of
Texas, was awarded the professional degree of Electrical Engineer.
Professor Edwin Jones Freeman,
popular Clemson faculty member
and head of the machine shop department, was awarded the professional degree of Mechanical Engineer.

On July 21 the Clemson college
summer school closed one of the
most successful sessions in its history.
Although the attendance of 500
was under that of the previous
year, it topped the '36 and '37 sessions.
Dr. E. W. Sikes acted as president of the summer school, and
Dean w. H. Washington of the
Clemson education school was dean
of the school.
Many members of
the faculty
were prominent educators from
other states.
There were also several members
of the
Clemson faculty
at the
school.
Harold B. Adams of the Murray
vocational school at Charleston; J.
O. Armistead, tobacco expert of
the XJ. S. department of agriculture; H. Clay Houchens of the
Richmond Virginia city schools;
Dr. Richard E. Jaggers, state director of teacher training for the
state of Kentucky; and Dr. Theodore F. Struck, head of the industrial
education department
of
Pennsylvania State college were
among the members of the faculty.
Dr. James E. Ward, professor of
economics
and government
at
Clemson,
was on the
summer
school faculty for the first time.
Not only were Clemson students
and students from other colleges
in the group, but there were agriculture and industrial education
teachers, superintendents of schools
CCC camp educational advisors,
and coordinators of diversified occupations. Other
colleges represented
were:
Citadel,
Auburn,
Queens-Chicora, Winthrop, Brenauf U. S. C, Lander,
Kansas
State college, P. C. and Asheville
Normal.
Dean
Washington
said
the
grades attained by the group were
"very satisfactory."

Engineers Start
Work In Overalls
By FRANK MILLS
The future Clemson civil, electrical
mechanical, textile
and
chemical engineers start preparing
for executive positions garbed in
overalls doing practical work
in
the rudiments of engineering
in
the Clemson freshman labs. They
study two basic subjects, woodworking and forge and foundry.
During the first semester of his
first year, the new student either
takes woodwork or work with the
metals. The course in woodworking covers doing things with a
lathe, planer and . other machine
tools. Molding and forging are, of
course, the two subjects covered
in forge ana foundry. Built on
these fundamental subjects
are
the advanced courses in machine
shop and work in the various laboratories encountered during the

EXTENSION Director D<
W. Watkins, whose headquarters is at Clemson
college, directs the work
of Clemson
extension
men in every South
Carolina couniy. The extension service has often
been called Clemson's
"outside" faculty.
The
"inside" faculty teaches
the students attending
the college, while the extension workers teach the
thousands of South Carolinians living on farms
over the state.

Staff Changes For
Station Announce
Several changes in the staff of
the South Carolina Experiment Station effective July 1, were announced by Dr. H. P. Cooper, director of the station.
Dr. J. L. Fulmer, assistant agricultural economist, has resigned to
become associate professor of economics at the University of Virginia.
Dr. Flood S. Andrews, associate
horticulturist, has returned after
an absence of two years spenat at
Cornell university where he recently
received his PhD. degree. D. G.
White, who substituted for Dr. Andrews last year, has left to accept
a position in agriculture at Snead
Junior college, Boaz, Alabama.
E. W. Faires, agent in dairying
at the Sandhill Experiment Station,
has been transferred by the Bureau
of Dairy Industry to the Bureau's
station at Willard, North Carolina.
S. L. Cathcart, Clemson alumnus
who has been with the Bureau of
Dairy Industry at its station at
Jenerette, Louisiana for some years,
will succeed Mr. Faires.
J. N. Todd, who has been assistant in entomology for a number
of years, has resigned to return to
the U. S. Bureau of Entomology
and will be stationed in Miami,
Florida.
J. M. Jenkins, assistant horticulturist at the Truck Station, has
been given leave of absence beginning September l to do graduate
work at the University of Miniie- '
sota.
1
years as an upperclassmen.
The machine shops, though, are
not only equipped with the simpler
tools, but with the most
modern
machinery.
For experimental work, there Is
the B. A. Behrend experimental
lab
a
$75,000
set-up
donated to the school for the formation of better machinery and tools.
The laboratory was donated by the
widow of the late B. A. Behrend,
former
vice'-president
of
the
Westinghouse electric company.

PATTERSON'S BARBER SHOP
Let our Shelter be your Headquarter*
For The Next 4 Years
DOWNTOWN IN SLOAN BUILDING

CRAWFORD'S CLEANERS
1908
31 Years Satisfactory Workmanship
At Clemson

An Invitation...
To Faculty and Students to make our store your
headquarters for gifts, household and sporting goods.

We Guarantee Lowest Prices On Tiresl
>

Western Auto Associate Store
PHONE 252

SENECA, S. C.

OCONEE INN
ROOMS
MEALS
TRY OUR SPECIAL DINNERS—Price
50c
PREPARED FOR BANQUETS
R. S. McCOWN, Manager
SENECA, S. C.

H. B. HARPER & BROS.
NEW BARRACKS ON THE INSIDE WILL LOOK LIKE
THIS. Well equipped rooms containing two-decked, wide
beds, a study table, chairs, lockers, and lighting aplenty,
will axBei Clemson's students in September. Five of

J

Clemson's newest barracks are eqitipped in this manner. The rooms are located near bath rooms and are
easily vacated in case of fire*

OFFICE SUPPLIES
Offices In

ANDERSON

GREENVILLE

GREENWOOD

THE ANDERSON HARDWARE CO.
West Side Square

Anderson, S. C.

DRINK

The pause that refreshes

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO,
ANDERSON, S. C.
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Deans Of Clemson's Six Schools

No Action Taken
On Air Unit Yet

Clemson Bids For
Pershing Rifles
Headquarter Unit

Word
Of "Waiting"
Comes To Ben Jordan
From Washington.

Tiger Managing Editor
Writes Honor Military
Society Official.

DR. H. PRESS COOPER
Agriculture

DR. FRED H. H. CALHOUN
Chemistry

W. H. WASHINGTON
Vocational Education

DR. D. WISTAR DANIEL
General Science

Clemson's cadet brigade made a
bi dfor a headquarters station of
Pershing Rifles, a national military honor society, recently.
George McMillan, managing editor of the Tiger, in a letter to Colonel Wade Raser of the University of Nebraska, national Pershing
Rifle chief, asked that the military
society, in Its meeting August 1416, consider seriously Clemson college as a base for Fourth Regimental headquarters.
The letter sent by Mr. McMillan,
which has the endorsement of both
civil
and military
officials
of
Clemson, follows:
"Dear Sir:
"The Tiger,
Clemson college's
weekly student newspaper, is very
much interested in the national
assmbly of Pershing Rifles August
L4-16, because of Clemson's new
unit of the organization.
D. J.
Ross, first
sergeant of
Company D-4, has called to our attention the fact that placement of
the fourth regimental headquarters will be made during the assembly, we are, of course, most
anxious that you seriously ' consider Clemson for the station. We feel
that Clemson, a boy's school, thoroughly military, with the largest
Infantry unit of the ROTC in the
United States, and with a very
high record in all phases of its
military currieular, is an ideal spot
for the Fourth Regimental headquarters.
"The Tiger lent all possible cooperation in the organization of
Company D-4 last spring, and we
assure you that should you see fit
to place your fourth headquarters
with the Clemson
unit, we shall
cooperate to the fullest in advertisement and publicity. Our paper
has a circulation of 5,000, and all
the leading colleges and universities of the country are on the circulation list.
"For the benefit
of both the
regimental organization and Company C-4, one of your newest companies, we certainly hope that you
will see fit to use ypur influence
in this matter."
11

PRESIDENT T. W. "Buddy" Thornhill, of the
Clemson Alumni associatian, is a graduate in the
class of '11. The tlumni
leader, a Charlestonian, is
president of the Chasonoil company, and has served as Clemson alumni
head several years ago*,
He was re-elected at the
June Meeting.

Grove
Webster, of the
Civil
Aeronautics Authority in Washington, said recently that no action
will be taken for some time on
Clemson
college's proposed
air
unit.
In a letter to Ben Jordan, of the
Clemson Aeronautics commission,
Mr. Webster said, in part:
"Inasmuch as any extension of
the experimental phase of the program conducted this spring must
be developed in the light of experience gained in the 13 colleges
participating in the experiment, no
basis for the selection of any institution to participate in the expanded program can be determined at the present time."
He said that not until the federal congress passes certain important pieces of legislation (as it
is expected to do this fall) will the
other units, including the one at
Clemson, be established.
"We will want as many schools
as possible to participate on the
expanded flying program, and you
may be sure that any application
from Clemson will be given careful
consideration," Mr. Webster said.

THE MESS HALL MUSIC program, broadcast every day from Anderson's Columbia
broadcasting station, WAIM, will be heard again this year. The program, made up
of requested music with entertaining sideline remarks, is heard in Clemson's mess
hall during the dinner period. Begun last spring, the "Mess Hall Music" hour became
quickly popular over this entire section. In the picture above, two Clemson student
operators are adjusting the radio in the mess hall.

teach agriculture in Beaufort.
P. S. Watson is farming at his
home in Ridge Spring.
B. A. Peeling is Assistant in nurP. M. Dulin who completed the
sery work, Bobbink
and Atkins requirements for the B. S. degree
Nursery company, Rutherford, N in Education during the summer
J.
session
is
Superintendent
of
J. O. Sweeny has a position with School at Baden, N. C.
Announcing the tenth Poultry
DR. S. B. EARLE
L. M. Rhodes is working in the Short Course, to be held at Clemthe General Electric company and
Engineering
"Dairy World of Tomorrow" at the son College Augugst 22-24, John W.
is located at Bridgeport, Conn.
T. E.
Foster is now
at 1116 World's fair in New York.
Matthews, assistant extension poulW. A. Way has work with the tryman, states that this course has
Grove avenue, Radford, Virginia.
Georgia
Power
company
in
AtJ. B. Lipscomb is planning to
been arranged to afford busy farmteach agriculture. He is now at lanta, Ga.
ers, pdultrymen, and hatcherymen
Y. W. Wyant has been elected to an opportunity to get more inforNinety Six.
V. V. Vickery has been appoint- teach agriculture hi the Hollywood mation on poultry raising fundaed Vocational Education \ teacher in School in Saluda.
mentals.
W. A. Rouse is working with the
the Pickens High school.
The program covers all phases of
J. R. Martin, Jr., is doing roof- Pet Milk company In Greenville,
poultry production with special eming and sheet metal work fai An- Tennessee.
F. H. Scarborough is Assistant phasis on breeding and selection.
derson.
One of the principal speakers will
J. M. Lynes is with the Easley Plantation Manager for F. B. Dabe J. D. Sykes of the Bureau of
vis, Jr., in Brays Island.
Roller Mills.
E. T. McCurry has a position Animal Industry, United States DeJ. H. Guess is an agent with the
Coastal Public Service company with the General Electric com- partment of Agriculture, who is copany and is located at Bridgeport, ordinator of the National Poultry
and is located at Denmark.
Improvement Plan. Mr. Sykes will
W. F. Gates is connected with Conn.
J. McMillan is Assistant Mana- speak several times on flock selecthe Firestone mills in Gastonia, N.
ger of
Virginia Tree
Farms at tion and on the NPIP.
C.
J. T. Whitney has been appoint- Woodlawn, Virginia.
At the end of the short course
B. E. Scott is working with the an examination will be held covered manual training instructor at
the Walterboro high school. Wal- Goodyear Tire & Rubber company ing flock selection and improvement.
R. R. Markley Architect, Durham terboro.
and Is stationed In Greensboro, N. This examination will be optional,
N.
C.
HORACE H. WILLIS
R. G. Carson will work with Gal- C.
btu those who pass it will qualify
A.
H.
Chapman
is
pursuing
Textiles
T. L.
Senn is
Scientific and as selecting agents to cull fl.icks
laway mMs in i«Grange; Georgraduate work at Princeton uniTechnical Assistant in the Horti- under the NPIP.
gia.
»
versity.
D. M. Hutchinson is an engineer cultural Department at Clemson.
A program and complete InforW. S. Coleman has been elected
J. L. Shealy is farming at his mation about the short- course may
with the B. F. Sturtevant comto teach agriculture in the McOor- pany.
His address is 62
Maple home in Batesburg.
be obtained from county agents or
micfc high school.
J. E. Simkins is working with from the Extension Service at Clemstreet, Hyde Park, Boston, Mass.
H. M. Cooper is employed by the
T. W.
Talbert will
enter the the Burlington mills at Burlington, son.
Standard Oil company and is sta- South Carolina Medical School at N. C.
338 E. Main street, Rock Hill.
tioned at Charleston.
P. M. Mahon has work with the
Charleston, S. C. He is now at 811
F. E. Culvern, Jr., is a textile
O. L. Copeland is working with Second Street, Columbia.
Piedmont
& Northern
Railway ence.
engineer with the Springs cotton the
Extension
Department
at
W. B.
Ziegler
is Circulation
company in Greenville.
S.
J.
Boyd
is
employed
as
a
labmills. He is located at Kershaw.
Clemson.
.1 L, Gaskins will teach agricul- Manager of The Florence Evening
oratory assistant hi the Union
H. H. Cosgrove has secured a Bleachery, Greenville.
G. M. Newman is working with
Star. J M. Bailep is a reporter on
ture in the Latta schools.
the Merchandising Department of position with the Callaway mills,
Zack Gray is connected with the the same paper. They are both livH. A. Raysor can be reached at
the Standard Oil company of N. J. LaGrange, Georgia.
Brandon Corporation in Wood ing in Florence.
Box 425/ Greenville.
H. M. Covington will serve as
He is stationed at Weldon, N. C.
N. R. Page has secured a graduE. O. Botts, Jr.. is employed by ruff.
W. H. Thackston is in the testing Graduate Assistant at Louisiana the Piedmont & Northern Railway
E. W. Griffin is worknig with ate fellowship at N. C. State colState
university
next
session.
He
and loom fixing department of the
company. His address is 829 W the Southern Cotton Ool company lege, Raleigh, N. C. He plans to do
plans to pursue graduate work In Washington, St., Greenville.
graduate work in Agronomy.
Orr Cotton mills in Anderson.
and is located in Columbia.
horticulture.
L J. Blakely plans to teach agriA. W. Smith has'work with the
G. L. Cunningham who completW. L. Lee is connected with the
J. P. Maroney is employed by
Dillon
Tractor and
Implement the Winnsboro mills, Winnsboro. ed the requirements for the B. S. Springs Cotton mills in Lancas- culture in Ora.
J. C. Covington is doing remoddegree in Agricultural Education at ter.
company. His address is Homer.
C. C. Miley has a position with
J. K. Smith has a position with eling and general repair work in
F. A. Thompson is doing lextile the' Botany Department at Clem- the end of the summer school is the American Finishing company Columbia. His address is 3005 Blosteaching In the public schools of
work with the Goodyear Tire & son.
som street.
in Memphis. Tennessee.
Chester.
Rubber company and is located at
W. P. Irwin is working with the
D. G. Hughes has accepted the
C. L. Vaughn is working with the
C.
W.
Pennington
has
been
Cedartown, Georgia.
Mills Mill at Woodruff.
La Tourneau company of Georgia position of Instructor in Industrial
elected
toteach
agriculture
In
P. A. Gantt will teach agriculF. D. Johnson has been appoint- Starr.
Arts in Greensboro, N. C. At presin Toccoa, Georgia.
ture in the Hillcrest high school, ed agriculture teacher at York.
F. P. Guerry is planning to teach ent he is at home in Union.
D.
T.
Pope
is
farming
on
Edisto
Dalzell.
H. K. Herlong is working in the
A. M. Evans is connected with
agriculture in the Estill schools.
P. B. Chovan plans to teach in Sales and Service department of Island.
M. N. Harmon will teach agri the Mathews mill in Greenwood.
P.
E.
Lee
is
working
with
C.
C.
Honea Path. His present address the John Deere Plow company, at
Hartman,
Architect, Greensboro, culture in th,e Bethune high school His present address is 31 S. Main
is 216 Diamond street, Bethlehem, Atlanta, Ga. '
street, Abbeville.
at Bethune.
N. C.
Pa.
Robert Hester is pursuing graduG. E. Blackwell is working with
C. A. Dewey is a mechanical enP. G. Ford is connected with the
T. B. Young, Jr., is connected ate studies at V. P. I, Blacksburg.
Buzzard Roost project and Is lo- gineer in the Buck Steam Ulant, the S. C. Peach Growers associawith T. B. Young, Inc., and Plant- Va.
Duke Power company, and is lo- tion. His address is Route 3, Incated at Ninety Six.
ers Produce & Storage company,
J. B. Howie Is employed by the
man.
J. N. Talbert has a position with cated at Spencer, N. C.
Florence.
Dixie Stores In Anderson.
J. E. Sullivan is doing textile
J. L. Garrison will teach Vocathe Springs Cotton Mills, LancasR. F. Jackson, Jr., is farming at
W. F.' Miley will teach agricul- ter.
tional Agriculture in
the Latta work in Winnsboro.
R. F. D. 2, Sumter.
ture in Cottageville.
L. F. Jones is working as EngiI. J. Foster is working on the high school. '
J. G. Smith is doing textile work
S. M. Jones has a position with farm of W. A. Lietner at Marion.
Frederick Hughes is a selesman neer with C. M. Guest & Sons in
with the Bibb Manufacturing com- the Soil Conservation service and
F. A- Thompson has work with with the Manhattan Rubber com- Columbia.
pany at Columbus, Georgia.
is stationed at Clemson.
H. J. Thomas will tecah agriculthe Goodyear - Clearwater Mills, pany and is located at 17 O'Hare
F. L. Rawl is farming at LykesE. M. Jones is employed by the Cartersville, Ga.
ture in the Ninety Six high school,
avenue, North Charleston.
land.
University Winding company,
H. P. Troy plans to study for Ninety Six.
W. T. Foster is working at the
R. C. Thomas will teach Voca- Providence, R. I.
W. H. Frazier, jr., may be reachdairy barn in connection with the Boy Scout work and will, be at the
tional agriculture in the Beaufort
P. G. Mims is connected with Dairy Department .of Clemosn.
Schiff Scout Reservation Mend- ed at 100 South Park avenue, Do-:
City schools, Beaufort.
the Carolina Power & Light comthan, Alabama.
W. B. Terry is employed by the ham, N. J.
J. M. Kee Is working with the pany at Florence.
A. R. Garner is employed as a ' T. W. Barrineau will serve as voCarolina Power and Light comRock
Hill Telephone
company,
W. B. R. Mitchell. Jr., is at the pany at Florence.
wholesale agent for the Standard cational Agriculture Teacher 'in the
Rock Hill.
Navy Yard, Charleston.
J. P. Frazier is working in a Oil company. His address is Box Elim High school at Effingham. '
R. A. Guy is working as textile
J. B. Moore is in the U. S. army Pulpwood plant in Blair.
E. H. Jones has accepted a po226, Timmonsville.
chemist with the Ciba company, and is stationed at Navy Yard,
Vocational Agricultural
S. L. Skardon plans to enter the sition as
T. D. Fulmer is working as TexInc., New York City. His address Philadelphia. Pa.
tile Chemist at the Southern Viriinia Theological Seminary in Taecher in the Macedonia high
D. C. Morgan is working with Bleachery in Taylors.
is Apt. 2B 232 West 74th street,
Alexandria, Va. At present he is at school. At present he is in Moncks
New York, 'N. Y.
the Soil Conservation service at
Corner.
H. J. Thomas plans to teach ag- his home in Walterboro.
J. F. Anderson has secured a po- Spartanburg.
David E. Burress, Jr., is an apH. W. Moore, M. D., is serving
riculture in Ninety Six.
sition with the Soil Conservation
J. W. Kelly is working in the
A. -P. sanely is working as re- as intern in the Jackson Memor- prentice electrician in Charleston.
Service. He is stationed at Gaff- creamery of the Dairy Department search assistant in the South Car- ial hospital in Miami, Fla.
His address is 54 Meeting street.
at Clemson.
ney.
E. W. Shepherd is an insurance
F. J. Bryce will enter the Baltiolina Experiment Station at ClemM. M. Nichols, Jr., has secured son.
T.
B. Ardis plans to
pursue
more College
of Dental Surgery. salesman. His address is 406 E. 48th
graduate work at the University ol a position with the Southern CotR. C. Thomas
is planning to He is now at his home in Flor- street, Savannah, Ga.
ton Oil company, New
Orleans,
Virginia.
F. T. Arnold, Jr., is now with the Louisiana.
W. L. Lafaye is working with
Department of Entomology, S. C.
Agricultural Experiment Station, Lafaye & Fair, Architects, Columbia.
Clemson.
N. R. Davis, Jr., has work with
S. M. Aull has accepted a fellowship for graduate
study at the the Extension' Service, Clemson.
L. L. Miller is planning to teach
University of Kentucky. At present he is orklng with the Soil Con- agriculture in the Centenary high
servation service in Spartanburg. school.
L. A. Deloach will teach IndusH. C. Avfnger is working as textile engineer with the Santee mills, trial Education in the Spartanburg
City schools.
Orangeburg.
R. M. Dobson is Manager of the
C. D. Ballenger * is manager of
Ballenger Peach Orchards, Greer. Dobson Peach Orchards at Greer.
Wi B. Northup is planning to
J. R. Blaxteiy plans to teach agriculture
at Stony Hill
school, teach Industrial Education in the
Walhalla Public Schools.
Route 2, Prosperity.
P. W. Langford is employed as
H. U.' Bookhart, Jr., has accepted a commission in the U. S. Ma- Packing House Manager, Paris
Orchards,
Route
0,
rines and is stationed at Navy Mountain
Greenville.
Yard, Philadelphia, Pa.
H. C. Parker will teach IndusR. W. Boys is working with the
trial Education in Warrenville, N.
Winnsboro mills, Winnsboro.
W. E. Brackett, Jr., has secured C.
a scholarship at Cornell university S. P. Patterson has secured a position with the Ciba Company, Inc.,
He plans to do graduate work.
J. F. Brailsford is owner and op- New York City.
Harry Feinstein is working with
erator
of
a
"plantation"
in
th.e S. C. Electric and Gas comOrangeburg.
R. M. Bratton has been elected pany in Columbia.
R. J.. Ferree has been appointed
to teach agriculture at Fair Play.
MANAGER HAYES SADLER, of Clemson's Roadside Service Station located at the
R. W. Bridge will teach agricul- Graduate Assistant at Rutgers university. He is pursuing . graduate
forks leading to Anderson and to Greenville, is shown above "filling up—with one galture at Cross.
R. H. Burton is employed by the work in Horticulture.
lon" one of Clemson's typical student cars. Mr. Sadler is one of Clemson's popular
F. E Peebles will teach VocaWinnsboro mills, Winnsboro.
figures.
tional
Agriculture
in
Carthage,
N.
W. A. Carlisle is working with

Poultry Short Course
Be Held Aug. 22-24

3-4ths Have Jobs
—Continued From Page OneElectrical Engineer with the South
Carolina Electric & Gas company,
Columbia.
His address is
3124
t, Columbia,
teabrook, Jr., is working
Bm turbine department
gfral Electric company.
His address is 406 E. Muir Avenue,
Hazleton, Pennsylvania.
K. J. McCown is employed by the
Westinghouse
Electric
Company
and is located at 160-26 Highland
avenue, Jamaica, New York.
C. P. Ballentine has accepted
work as teacher of Industrial Arts
st Tayltws high school. At present
he is at his home in Prosperity.
N. R. Lester has been appointed
agricultural teacher in the Pinewood high school.
W.
M. Hudson is serving
as
draftsman with H. E. Roodwrad,
architect, in Spartanburg.
R. M. Geer is a draftsman with
the Public Utilities department,
Clemson college.
F. H. H. Calhoun, Jr., is doing
Civil Engineering work with the
Easterby & Mumaw company. His
address
is Y. M. C. A.,
Tryon,
street Charlotte, N. C.
J. H. Radcliffe is working with
the Blue Ridge Rayon mills. His
address is care of MrsA. B. Jeter,
AltaVista, Virginia.
W. T. Henderson is employed as
Textile Engineer with the Universal Winding company and is located
at 194 Adelaide
avenue,
Providence, R. I.
J. B. Montgomery is working as
Textile Engineer with the Inman
mill, Inman. He is located at 516
Converse Circle, spartanburg.
E. M. Loyless, Jr., has secured
the position of Assistant Superintendent of the Anniston Manufacturing company (Textile), and
is located at 1200 Qulntard avenue, Anniston, Ala.
R. L. Henry is serving as Assistant Engineer with the Southern
Friction
Materials company
at
Charlotte, N. C.
L. T. Garrick has accepted a position with the Sears, Roebuck company and is jocated at Columbia.
R. A. Banitsre plans to teach in
the Orangeburg high school. At
present he. is employed as a bookkeeper with Maxwell Bros. & Benson in Greenwood.
G. C. Salvo is a 2nd Lieutenant
in the U.. S. Army and is stationed
at Fort Mo-aitrie.
B. F. McLeod is a druggist and
farmer in Clio.
W. H. Monckton, Jr., has work
with the Springs Cotton mills m
Port Mill.
H. G. Salley is working with the
Union-Buffalo mills and his address is Buffalo.
P. W. Nichols will teach in the
Salley high school, Salley.
H. C. Gibson has peen appointed agriculture teacher in the Jefflerson high school, Jefferson.
J. P. Hayes will teach Agriculture in the Pamplico high school,
Pamplico.
F. W. Durban is serving as Clerk
with the Ingersoll Rand company.
His
address is
Prospect
Park
Branch,
Y. M. C. A., Box
636,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
B O Cantey, Jr., is a clerk in
training
withthe Equitable
Life
Assurance society. He Is located at

r

Average Clemson Student Gains
Thirteen Pounds A Year On
Foods Served By Genial Officer
"V

Clemson's Mess Hall system, operated by genial Captain J. D. Harcombe (above) is the largest of its type in
the South.
Captain Harcombe's staff numbers 85 regular men and
over 100 student waiters. The three mess halls seat over
1,900 students.
Just to show how much Clem-§,
son men eat: Captain Harcombe's
grocery list includes items like 5
tons of grits, 8 tons of rice—per
month, 1,200 pounds of chicken,
Tha entrance gates, being built
each chicken dinner.
on the Greenville highway where it
Milk for the students comes from enters Clemson, will be completed
Clemson's modern dairy. Much of by next week.
the eggs and some chickens, too,
The gates are a gift to the colcome from Clemson farms.
lege from the class of 1928. The
Captain Harcombe stresses using most: $800.
South Carolina vegetables. His orBuilt of native field stone and
ders for thousands of bushels of in kesping with the Anderson highproduce
come from neighboring way gates, the new construction
farmers weekly. And many Clem- will be dedicated probably at the '28
son' students help defray college class reunion.
6
expenses with money obtained by
selling produce from their farms
Louise Stewart took two weeks'
to the Clemson kitchens.
training in the use of the interClemosn's corps is fed well and national business machines. This
on a balanced diet. Dr. Lee Mil- special training will equig her betford, college surgeon, reports that ter for carrying on research studies
the average student eating the involving the use of the Hollerith
mess hall gains abqut 13 pounds tabulating and assorting machine at
during the college year. The cost Clemson.
per day for students eating in the
mess hall is 51 cents; probably the
Prof. H. S.Tate, head of the delowest priced meals and the high- partment of industrial education, is
est quality of foods obtainable in j studying at Pennsylvania State colthis section.
lege. Professor Tate has attended
But those who know the genial this institution several summers
mess officer, Captain Harcombe, and is working towards the doctor
understand how it works. In his of education degree in industrial
20 years at Clemson, the Captain education.
has fed and seen pass many men—
and in this crowd are numbered on many of the students.
warm friends.
One prominent Clemson alumThe mess officer at Clemson is nus said of Captain Harcombe renot only an efficient college offi- cently:
"The swellest fellow
a
cial, but also a friend and influence Clemson man can know."

Class Of '28 Gates
Almost Finished

Palmetto Hotel
COFFEE SHOP
DINING ROOM
SANDWICHES, COLD PLATES,
REGULAR MEALS

SENECA, S. C.
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TIGER TEAM PREPARING FOR TOUGH GRID SEASON
Time Draws Near
For Fall Warm
Ups And Practice

Clemson's 1939 Football Team

Good Men Will
Replace Lost
Lettermen Here
By JOE SHERMAN
The average layman does
not realize it but another
football season is just a little
ways down the road—and
coming to, town at a mile-aminute clip.
The activity around Clemson's athletic office is positive proof that the grid game
is being seriously thought
about. Coaches are drawing
play diagrams by day and
dreaming about their perfect
execution by night. Riggs
field, the playground of *he
Tigers, is a velvet grass rug,
^boasting its best condition in
irs.

Clemson looks forward to anther'N&son of football warfare, it
Is impossible not to look back on
the past season. It takes a certain
amount of self control to be able
to recall that 1938 record without
letting your enthusiasm run away
with your better judgment where
the 1939 season is concerned. Clemson played the best in her territory last fall and won seven of the
nine games, lost only one to undefeated Tennessee, and was tied

■ by V. M. I.

By ARTHUR WILLIAMS
It's hot isn't it? Too dog gone hot to play football, but it's really never too hot to talk football. So,
though it's ninety in the shade, and the big leagues are
hardly half over, let's dwell for a spell on that inexhaustable subject, football. And let's limit ourselves
for just a few paragraphs to the hing that makes football the popular sport that it is, the color of the game.
Not just the color of crashing bodies and flying
feet, though that's the main source, but the color that
coaches purposely and the players, not always purposely, instil into the sport. Even that's a pretty broad
subject, so let's talk about the color'of the Clemson
team as a whole and it's outstanding players.
Consider, for instance, his royal highness "Prince"
Aubrey Rion. Why if it hadn't been for the French
revolution, Aubrey would have been either ruling or
second in command of France. Now that's color, having royalty lugging a pigskin for your football team.
It doesn't happen very often.
(Note: the writer made
certain that footballer Rion was 200 miles away when
he wrote this column.
Modest Mr. Rion clouds up and
rains when his unusual ancestry is publicized.)
BEANPOLE McFADDEN
And then there's the rambling beanpole, Banks McFadden who participates in all known forms of sports.
The lanky ail-American basketball star, appears, at first
galnce to be fragile. Maybe he is. None so far has hit
the elusive back hard enough to find out.
George Fritz may furnish the comic interest of
next year's team. The gigantic, capable Fritz appears
to be the world's laziest white man. When the entire
team is back in a huddle, Fritz slowly picks himself up
from the ground and slowly drags back with the rest of
the fellows. He's reputed to be the team's strongest
man. This spring six husky cadets decided that Fritz
needed a pooling, so they picked him up after a little
struggle and toted the tackle down to the Y. pool. Fritz
let them carry him down then, when they arrived at
the pool's edge, he broke loose from his captors. Six
men tasted the pool's water that morning while Fritz
stood on the side and laughed at them.
And then there's Joe Blalock who snages passes
that, honestly, are impossible to catch.
"HELL" THEY CALL iT
But let's travel on to other fields, the fields being
hot and dusty with khaki clad men working and sweating and shooting in them. Let's go down to the worst
point of the south, Fort McClellan, Alabama.
Clemson athletes starred there. There were, of
course, McFadden and deLoche and Berry and the rest
of the Block C men, but there were others, too, who
were really good and who stayed away from athletics
at Clemson.
Most promising was boxer "Butch" Green. Pug
Green, inexperienced and not in condition, won all of
his fights in the camp boxing tournament by knockouts. They weren't those one punch lucky K. O.s
either, Pug Green, inexperienced as he is, is what a
sports writer would call a killer. The husky senior
starts throwing 'em when he first goes in and keeps on
throwing 'em until . . . well, it's hard to say just how
long he could keep throwing 'em because nobody (ajjd
he fought some top-notchers) has managed to stand up
for three rounds against him. He should make a good
middleweight next winter. Maybe the best we've ever
had at Clemson.
And now, future freshntfan, just a few words of advice. When you come to Clemson, you'll find that you'll
have lots and lots to do. And the sophomores will take
up all of your remaining time. Theoretically, then,
you'll have no time to do anything except what your
officers and ;x? sophomores tell you to do.
IT'S ALL RIGHT
But you'll find, after yoir get used to the place, that
you can do a mighty lot of work in practically no time
at all. And an absolutely perfect place to be doing
things is anywhere competition is going on in some
athletic event. You'll meet a really wonderful crowd of
fellows. You'll build up your body a,nd develop your
mind and character. And, best of all, you'll really enjoy it.
We've seen thin-chested, spindly legged freshmen
get their Blocks before they graduated.
We've seen
boys with apparently no ability at all, star in sports
when they really and truly tried. And, too, we've seen
high school stars make complete flops in college athletics.
So, when the going gets tough (and believe you
me it will) find your recreation sports.x Maybe you've
never had on track shoes or drawn on a boxing glove,
but'"It isn't the size of the dog in the fight, it's the
size of the fight in the dog." You'll find it worth your
while to give athletics a try, a real hard try. If you
succeed, you'll be a Clemson athlete, and you'll find that
Clemson athletes are a mighty fine group. If you don't,
you've still done yourself a favor. You just can't lose.

Teams don't hang up records like
that every year and the next edition of the Tiger Terrors are faced
with a challenge of no miniature
proportions.
The
schedule,
for
example, consists of Presbyterian
'College, Tulane University, N .C.
State, South Carolina, U. S. Naval
Academv^' Wake Forest, George
Washington,
Southwestern
and
Furman—nine pretty tough mouthfuls.
Gone from the Clemson lineup
are 1938 Captain Charlie Woods, V
All-Southern end Gus Goms, tackles Curtis pennington and Hubert
Miller, backs Don Willis, Ben Pear. son, Bob
Bailey, Watson Magee
and Phi; Chovan. Pass the smelling salts, Oscar, and we'll rogret
that as quickly as possible.
PAYNE IS LEADER
The next time Clemson steps into active warfare the Tigers will be
led by a youngsters who is evpected to take his place with the better guards of the nation this fall.
Captain Joe Payne stepped into a
guard spot last fall after playing
an end the year before and
promptly made his way to the head
otfthe class. End Carl Black holds
the alternate captaincy. Carl's big
brother, Manuel Black, was Clemson's alternate captain in 1936.
Fifteen lettermen, six reserves
who have seen some service under
varsity fir, and two dozen candidates who have yet to participate
in a varsity game will make up
Clemson's 1939 squad roster.
From the first minute the Tiger
coaching
staff will be seriously
concerned with the tackle positions. The graduation of Pennington and Miller and Gene Flathman's appointment to the U. S.
Naval Academy left the Tiger
mentors with but one letterman
tackle for the coming year. Bill
Hall, a veteran of last season, has
the inside track for one positions,
the other regular will have to be
fashioned from sophomores Ed
McLendon, Ray Hamer,
George
Fritts, and Hugh Jameson.
Bob Sharpe, a dependable redhead who has been understudying
captains Harold Lewis and Charlie
Woods for the past two years, is
the only veteran center candidate.
Stanley Lancaster and Joe Richardson, a reserve and a sophomore,
■' will be after the same job.
EXPECT GOOD GUARDS
Captain Joe Payne, Tom Moorer, Charles Tisdale and Walter Cox
—pending Walter's, return to school
—should be able to protect the
guard positions very nicely. They
will be reinforced by Frank Deitz,
Calvin Embody and Ewart Padgett.
Four veteran ends and an exceptionally
promising sophomore
prospect make the flanks seem
fairly secure. Alternate Captain
Carl Black, Allen Trobaugh, Wister Jackson and Walter Okurowski
have already won their football
spurs and should have the inside
track for the wing positions. Jim
Pasley, a reserve of last year, and
Joe Blalock, a consistent freshman
star, will undoubtedly push the ceterans for their jobs.
Moving into the backfield we
find a quarter of gridiron luminaries who are expected to spargle
even more brightly this fall. Banks fullbacking department, and George
McFadden, slated to take over the Floyd, Clayton Gargill, Ernest Edtriple threating duties of Bob wards, George Cogswell* Ray HunBailey and Watson Magee, turned ter, Aubrey Rion, Russell Abee,
Gaston,
John
Horton,
in several spring practice exhibi- Denver
tions—including his brilliant work Steve Moore and Carroll Hamin the practicee game with Duke bright all have their eyes on halfClemson's athletic department,
University—that
indicate he
is back positions.
formerly located in the top floor of
The
Tigers
will
place
a
fighting
ready to really go to town his final
the old PO building, has been movyear. Shad Bryant, America's Num- bunch of gridiron warriors on the ed to the old textile building and
1939
battle
field.
Not
world
beatber 2 punt returner of the 1938 seais now occupying rooms held last
son, will be back at his wingback ers, mind you, but a determined year by the Tiger circulation staff
spot. Bryant's ball carrying last group of young men who have and Taps.
year ranked him with the best tasted both sweet victory and bitFertilizer analysis laboratories
leather luggers of the nation. Dan ter defeat fh years gone by—and and state chemist research rooms
Coleman, a hard-blocking fullback, they don't like to have, their lips have been moved from the college
7 chemistry building to the remodeled
and Bru Traxler will round out the puckered.
quarter that might possibly
be
old PO building, which is now comClemson's starting four'.
pletely occupied by the analysis
RUNNERS ARE FINE
research department.
Lewis Maness, a letterman, and
Tom Lawton, '39, business manaThe industrial education departSophomore James Parker will offer McFadden plenty of help in ment recently bought a n^w vehicle ger of the Tiger, will assume a post
;h running, passing and punting for transporting its practice-teach- on the busin:ss staff of the Anderdepartment. Charles Timmons and ing students to and from schools in j son Independent this month. Mr.
: Lawton was considered the best
Norwood McElveen, both inexper- Clemson's vicinity.
The new "Traveling medium" is; business manager in the Tiger's
ienced in varsity play,
will be
groomed to relieve Trexler in tha a station wagon.
i history.

Athletic Officers
Change Quarters

New Vehicle Bought
For Education Boys

TIGER FOOTBALL COACHES Carl Howard (left),
Jess Neely (center) and Bob Jones (right)) are mapping
out plans for a hand season. Head coach Neely, whose
1938 team was considered among the best in Clemson's
history, has lost nine letter men by graduation and one
other, Gene Flathmann, went to the Naval Academy.
However, Tigertown isn't worried.

'38-'39 Successful
Year For Athletes
Basketeers Win Southern
Crown. Minor Sports Gain
Limelight.
By ARTHUR WILLIAMS
Clemson's greatest football team
in "modern" times roamed the nations gridirons last fall compiling
a record of seven victories, one tie
and a defeat out of nine games
played. The 1938 season was the
highest point attained in the upswing from the 1931 low when the
team managed to eke out but one
victory.
Most pleasing triumphs for the
Tigers were the victories over
mighty Tulane and that traditional buglaboo, Furman. Red Pearson's field goal won the Furman
game 10-7 and a second-half push
turned the Green Wave to harmless spray by the score of 13-10.
Tennessee took the Tigers into
camp -by two touchdowns in a hotly contested game, and V. M. I.
furnished the only other -dark spot
on the record by holding them to
a 7-7 tie.
Furman lived up to their- reputation for scaring the Tigers to
death even if they don't win.
BASKETBALL SUCCESS
Basketball was the most highly
successful sport of the season even
though the team took off slow as
molasses. Needing six straight to
even get a bid to the conference
tournament, they won their six and
then the conference to become
Clemson's first Southern Conference basketball champions.
Jack Bryce was elected captain
after the tournament, and Banks
McFadden won a berth on all-American, and a unanimous position
on the All-Southern team.
Typical of the Tiger team improvement was the victory over
The Citadel by 20 points the second time they played the military

college after the Citadel had taken
a close one from them down in
Charleston.
BOXERS TAKE DIVE
The boxers fell from the Southern Conference throne, but every
Clemson. fighter lost to a champion in the tournament. Milton
Berry, Warren Wilson and Henry
Covington gained the final round
of the tournament, but all three
lost close decisions. Most surprising event of the boxing year was
the rise of Covington, a poor boxed during his sophomore year who
couldn't even make first string
during his junior year.
The baseball team won the state
championship and was the best
nine produced at Clemson in many
years. Coach Randy Hinson took
over the coaching helm from Jess
Neely and did his job well. The
team was weak' on pitchers, but
with Dobson showing promise and
sophomores coming up even a better one is hoped for on the foundations of the 1939 team.
The track team regained their
crown. There were no outstanding stars, but Rock Calhoun,
Banks McFadden and others ran
consistently and well to bring the
Tigers home at the head of the
state tournament.
MINORS STRUT
Most outstanding minor spbrt
was swimming where in the tanksters took the Southern Conference
championship. Hoby Holtzendorff,
John McKnight and the boys broke
records and swam excellently to
give Clemson her first swimming
crown.
All in all, the past year was
Clemson's
most
outstanding in
sports. Better yet for the Tigers,
they're still on the upswing and
seem destined for bigger and better honors in athletics.

Football Schedule
Sept. 23—Presbyterian College at Clemson.
Sept. 30—Tulane at New Orleans.
Oct. 7—N. C. State at Charlotte.
Oct. 19—South Carolina at Columbia.
Oct. 2&—Navy at Annapolis.
Nov. 3—Geo. Washington at Washington (Night)
Nov. 11—Wake Forest at Clemson (Homeceoming).
Nov. 18—Southwestern at Memphis.
Nov. 30—Furman at Greenville.

Intra Mural Sports Program Is
Attractive To All Clemson Men
Every Clemson student has an opportunity to participate in some form of athletics. If not a major sport, there
is always the lure of the extensive intra-mural program
which is handled by
Fred Kirsher, intra-mural director.
An intra-mural tournament is
sponsored each winter by the Block
C club.
Popular with all the students, intra-mural competition has developed many outstanding varsity stars.
Last year letter men who started
on Y.M.C.A. teams played for varsity squads in boxing and basketball.
Although participation 'in sports
is not required at Clemson, the
vast majority of students do avail
themselves of the opportunities offered to 'develop themselves by
means of organized athletic activities.
Basketball and boxing are the
two most popular winter sports.
Large crowds attend the fieldhouse
boxing tournaments which are carefully supervised by members of the
varsity team. Pre-tournament training is also given by members of
the team.
ENCOURAGE COMPETITION
Competitive spirit between the
companies is high during the basketball tournament which lasts
throughout the season of the most
popular winter sport. Games are
played on all three of the school's

fine courts. Two of them are in the
fieldhouse and the third is in the
Y.M.C.A. building. The final game
is played before a crowd of cadets
who pay admission to see their
classmates show their ability.
Large crowes also witness the
boxing tournaments between boys
who, most of them, have never
hefore been inside a ting. Three
of the eight varsity boxers got their
start at Clemson in intra-murals.
Required physical education is
the reveille group of exercises given
by a cadet officer. Each morning
the brigade assembles at reveille
and the battalion commander puts
them through neck, arm, body, leg
exercises.
CLASSES ARE OPTIONAL
The athletic classes organized by
Kirchner are entirely optional.
Many boys attend them, though, to
learn the theory of a sport. In
boxing, for instance, position, balance, correct defense and correct
attack are taught.
Year by year, the intra-mural
program is growing in importance.
The development of every cadet is
taking its place along with the development of outstanding athletes
by the varsity teams.

NAME
Bob Sharpe
Stanley Lancaster ^
Joe Richardson^'
Joe Payne (Capt.)
Tom Moorer
Charles Tisdale
Walter Cox
Calvin Embody
Roy Pearce
Wade Padgett
Frank Dietz
Bill Hall^
Ray Hamer
George Fritts
Ed McLendon
Ewart Padgett
Hugh Jameson
Carl Black (Alt. Capt.)
Wister Jackson
Walter Okurowski
Allen Trobaugh
Jim Pasley
Hugh Webb
Jim Blessing
Joe Blalock
Banks McFadden
Loyell (Shad) Bryant
Dan Coleman
Bru Trexler
Ed Maness
Calloway Stanford
Aubrey Rion
Steve Moore
Russell Abee
George Floyd
Ray Hunter
Denver Gaston
Charles Timmons
James Parker
Clayton Cargill
George Cogswell
Ernest Edwards
Carroll Hambright
Norwood McEleveen
John Horton

HOME TOWN
Abbeville. S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Georgetown, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Bryson City. S. C.
Belton, S. C.
Summitt Hill, Pa.
Columbia, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Hickory. N. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Clio, S. C.
Lenoir City, N. C.
Memphis, Tenn.
Tavares, Fla.
Easley, S. C.
Ward, S. C.
Starr, S; C.
Arlington. N. J.
Brunswick, Ga.
Alexander City, Ala.
Saluda, S. C.
Kingsport, Tenn.
Charleston, S. C.
Great Falls, S. C.
Carthage. Tenn.
Saluda, S. C.
Greenville. S. C.
Georgetown, S. C.
Atlanta, Ga.
Columbia, S. C.
Rock Hill. S. C.
Hickory, N. C.
Conway, S. C .
Ellenton, S. C.
Carrollton, Ga.
Abbeville. S. C.
Hartsville, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Columbia, S.-C.
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■
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C | 180 |

c
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G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
T
T
T
T
T
T
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
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179
180
195
195
180
190
160
180
190
195
210
190
200
190
200
185
190
190
180
195
173
183
175
175
168
170
180
160
173
165
170
165
170
178
168
186
178
166
179
175
200
179
170
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AGE
20
22
21

j 6' 1"
1 5' 11"
j 6'
21
6' 1"
21
6' 1"
21- 6' 2"
21
5' 11"
22
5' 11"
19
5' 9"
20
5' 10"
21
5' 7"
21
6' 3"
20
5" 9"
19
5' 10"
20
6* 2"

20
19
22
23
21
21
21
19
21
20
22
24
24
21
19
21
20
21
21
21
21
22
22
21
20
18
21
20
22
22

6'
6'
6'
6'
6'
6'

2"
3"
1"
2"

%'

3"

2"

6' 1"
6' 1"
6' 1"
6* 3"
5' 10"
5' 9"
5' 11"
5' 10"
5' .10"
5' 11"
6*
6' 1"
6'
5' 9"
5' 9"
5' 11"
6'
5' 9"
5' 10"
6' 1"
6'
6'
6'

EXP
1 VL
1 R
SOPH
2 VL
1 VL
1 VL
1 VL
2 R
SOPH
SOPH
1 R
1 VL
SOPH
SOPH
SOHP
SOPH
SOPH
2 VL
1 VL
2 VL
1 VL
1 R
SOPH
SOPH
SOPH
2 VL
2 VL
2 VL
1 VL
1 VL
1 R
1 R
1 R
SOPH
SOPH
SOPH
SOPH
SOPH
SOPH
SOPH
SOPH
SOPH
SOPH
SOPH
SPOH

Prominent Athletes
Lead Tiger Teams
Payne, Berry, McFadden
Lead Footballers, Boxers, And Cindermen.

CAPTAIN Joe Payne is
ready for action. As leader of Clemson 1939 Tiger football team, Mr.
' Payne, shown above, has
with him one of the finest football teams ever
produced in the South.

Outstanding athletes will captain
the '39-'40 editions of Clemson
teams. Joe Payne leads the football squad, Milton Berry the boxing,
and Banks McFadden heads the
| trackmen.
Payne is a guard on the team,- a
J company executive in the brigade
and a leader in school and Block
| C club activities. He hails from
Greenville, is the younger brother
of the renowned Oliver who finished
last year after starring three years
on the varsity squad.
Berry hails from Atlanta, and is
I one of Dixie's best scrappers in his
j weight. He has suffered but one
j defeat in boxing, and has boxed all
the way through high school and
college with a little tournament
fighting thrown in to boot.
Banks McFadden is generally acknowledged as Clemson's and South
Carolina's best all-round athlete.
Outstanding in football, he also
stars in basketball and track. He
was named All-American center
in basketball this year, and was
unanimous choice of the sports
writers for All-Southern.
Baseball and basketball elect no
captain before the start of the season.

'Hot And Getting
Hotter'*—Calhoun
Dr. Fred H. H. Calhoun,
Clemson geologist and weather
man, still says about the weather—"hotter."
"I predicted 'hotter* early in
the summer, and my prediction
won't change until November,"
Dr. Calhoun is reported to have
said.

Dieting Weakens
Star, May Return

ALL-AMERICAN Banks
McFadden is ready for
another year of fast stepping and thrilling ball
playing. Shown above,
the Clemson footballbasketball-track star, was
named to the 1938 AllAmerican basketball team
by Chuck Taylor, outstanding basketball authority, for Converse
Basketball Yearbook.

Walter Cox, outstanding guard
who entered West Point in July,
may be back at Clemson in September. Weakened by efforts to
bring himself down to the required weight, Cox withdrew from the
summer camp which is held preparatory to the first year at the
military school.
OCT. c—PRESBYTERIAN COLGene Flathmann,
240 pound LEGE AT CLINTON (NIGHT).
tackle, has successfully passed all
OCT. 18— CAROLINA AT COentrance requirements to Anna- LUMBIA (NIGHT).
polis, and this fall will be in the
OCT. 27—DUKE AT DURHAM.
lineup for the
Naval
Academy
NOV. 10—CITADEL AT CLEMSON.
Clemson men carried off athletic plebe team.
Both Cox and Flathmann were
NOV. 17—FURMAN AT CLEMhonors at the R.O.T.C. camp, Port
letter men at Clemson.
7 SON.
McClellan, Alabama.
Of the three outstanding athletes,
two had never tried out for a place
on a Clemson team. '
Banks McFadden starred in baseball, softball, volleyball and swimming and track. One of the best
pitchers at the camp, McFadden
has never played ball with the
school's team.
An Old Clemson Man Selling Clemson Men
Tom Richardson was the camp's
leading pitcher, winning every game
MEN'S WEAR OF THE BETTER CLASS
that he hurled. He. has never
tried out for the Clemson team.
B. Green won his weight in the
ANUMNJ—Greetings—Join Jptay—Back the Tigers.
boxing tournament.
Tom GooCson ana Manley Wright
SENIORS—Looking for* you—Sam Browne Belts,
were outstanding in swimming.
John McKnight, though, was the
Frogs and Chains, Friendly Boots, Senior Ties,
camp's leading natator, and the
by Botany, Tuxedos, and Fall Clothes.
feature of the camp swimming meet
was McKnight's race with Art StanJUNIORS—Come in and Spruce Up—Regulation
zig of Castle Heights. McKnight
Shirts, Crosby Square Shoes, Regulation Ties,
won, going away.
Joe Payne and B. D. Trexler conand that Little Remembrance for "Her."
fined themselves to horse shoe
pitching as did basketball star Bob
SOPHOMORES—You Know Me—I am ready with
Moorman.
Red Sharpe and Ed
those "Twos," Black-Ties, Dance Sashes, and
Irick played baseball along with
Drill Shoes.
Scotia DeLoche, H. Bell and Walter
Okurowski.
Harvey Ferguson and Dimples
FRESHMEN—Don't buy until you reach Clemson—
Berry boxed, Berry winning the
title in his weight.
Laundry Bags, Mattress Covers, Army JLockers,
Clemson men won medals in all
Numerals, Raincots and College Novelties—
the tournaments in horse shoes. Joe
Shoes $1.50 up—All Shoes are guaranteed.
Payne was a finalist..

Freshman Schedule

Tigers Star In
R0TC Athletics

HOKE SLOAN

Mayor Charlie Bennett, of Calhoun (Clemson city), said that
this summer "has been very slow.''
The mayor implied that legislating
for Calhoun is no mean task.

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS—Come to Clemson to
get Educated and see Real Football. New Tennis
Courts.

EKIHJ
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Books, Periodicals To Be Added To Clemson Library Shelves
$5,000 Added To
Appropriation
For Improvement
Reading Space
Enlargement
Is Included

Information
Issued In
Bulletin Form. Researchers Kept Busy.

Aided by a five thousand
dollar increase in appropriation the library is expanding
its facilities and improving its
educational service to the institution.
Although additional space
was assigned to the library in
1937, and a small increase in
the library appropriations
was made in 1938, this continued expansion has become necessary to meet the
needs of Clemson's larger
student body and faculty.
NEW BOOKS BOUGHT
The most Important phase of the
present expansion of library faciliTWO HUNDRED AND SIXTY STUD-'
addition follows the standard line in
this will consist of the purchase of
many new books and periodicals
Clemson architecture. Convenience is apENTS will live in 'hotel-style splendor"
for the use of the faculty memparent as the power factor in the archiat Clemson next year, when the newest
bers and students . . . they will be
tects' plans of the new building, with
.recommended to the librarian by
barracks, built at a cost of about $195,steps and hallways thoughtfully placed
the deans and heads of depart000, will have 130 rooms and will bo
ments in September.
to eliminate as nearly as possible, the
In addition to the increased alopened at the beginning of school. Beneceessity for additional descending and
lotment, plans have been made for
climbing of stairways, in order to leave
tween the four latest barracks on the
increasing the seating capacity of
the barracks, or go from one section to
the library until ten per cent of
quadrangle, and the laundry, right bethe student body can be accommoanother.
hind first barracks, the newest housing
dated at one time.
The large office on the main
floor will be converted into a readin groom, and one section of the
main reading room will be furnished with new equipment.
The Clemson college library is a
depository library for the Federal
government. All government publications, except a few pamphlets,
are received free of charge.
The library contains
48,322
Clemson's central dance association, student social govbound volums and 600,000 government pamphlets.
erning body, will conduct another series of "free" dancing

Social Association To Give
Free Dancing Lessons Here

Makes Objects Of
Historic Interest,
Tells Of Mansion
David Burress, of the public
utility department, recently completed a set of book-ends, made
from the wood of the Andrew
Pickens home near Clemson, for
Rear Admiral Andrew Calhoun
Pickens, of
the
United States
Navy.
Rear Admiral Pickens is a descendant of the' famous South Carolina soldier.
Too, Mr. Burress has made gavels
of wood from this historic house
for several prominent people.
In a letter to Congressman Butler Hare, concerning this building
and the gavels, MJ B ress said,
mde from
beams secured
e of the most
Mien homes in all
was restored. The Hopewell mansion is steeped in the best
tradition of the southland, having
been built by General Andrew
Pickens in 1802 for his own home.
It was later the residence of Andrew Pickens, Jr., who in 1818 was
governor of this state; and it was
the birthplace of Francis Pickens,
governor in 1860 when South Carolina seceded from the Union.
"Cfaheral Andrew Pickens was the
first representative in Congress from
this part of South Carolina. . . .
His life-work of splended achievement made of him the greatest man
south of Virginia during the formation and enlargement of the United
States. All honor to the memory of
Andrew Pickens wnose name belongs
high on the sacred pages of America's most famous warriors and diplomats. And his deeds deserve the
reverence of tnis now strong and
powerful nation. "
A new boiler has been installed in the Clemson power house,
changing the rating from approximately 1400 boiler horsepower to
about 1600 boiler horsepower.
The new barracks will use only
about half of this added heat, and
the remainder may be distributed
among the other buildings in hot
Water and heating system.

K*;V

S. C. Experiment
Station Has A
Varied Program

classes for Clemsen students beginning in September, it was
announced recently by President Harry McKeown and Treasurer Bill Bouton of the association.
The dance body inaugurated its
dancing classes here last April.
Some 400 students, representing the
freshman, sophomore, junior and
senior classes, were taught the funProfessor C. L. Morgan, head
damental dance steps and some
of the Clemson poultry departfine points of "dance floor etiment, and now attending the
quette" by experienced teachers last
World Poultry Congress
in
spring.
Cleveland, has been authorized
The classes are open only to stuby college officials to invite the
dents who can not dance, officials
world association to hold thensaid.
next annual meeting at ClemPRIZES BE GIVEN
son college.
During the year the CDA will
gome 300 of the world's leadgive prizes, which will probably be
ing poultry scientists are atfree tickets to several of Clemson's
tending the meeting.
big dances, to dance class students
showing most progress.
"We (the CDA) feel that our organization should not only give the
student body good dances at reasonable prices, but that we should
also have some program for promoting socials and that we should
teach Clemson men to appreciate The story of a 19 year old teleand enjoy dancing and social activi- graph boy who has hitch-hiked
ties," said Mr. McKeown in making over 8,000 miles since September
the "free dancing class" announce- and
never left Oeonee county was
ment.
told at clemson college last week.
Other members of the Dance asJack Phillips, who swears that
sociation, which is the Clemson nothing could match "mother's
student social governing body, cooking," lives in Seneca,
and
pointed out that no education is works at the Clemson Western
complete unless it is well rounded. Union office, is the hitch-hiker.
"There's no questioning the fact He's been thumbing to work,,
that Clemson men get the 'tops' in home for dinner, and back since
scientific, cultural and agricultural September, and the only time he
education; but that's not enough. was late-he'd stopped at the Y for
When a fellow goes out into the a game of poor.
world he must know how to meet Young Jack, who is the son of
a lady, how to hold a free conver- Newspaperman
Hugh
Phillips,
sation in public, how to danoe a graduated at Seneca high school
little, and how to act — in good in 1937.
company. All of this is probably
His motto: "I never have trouas important as the schooling. And
we feel that our organization, the ble hitch-hiking." .
His longest trip by thumb: To
CDA, which is, after all, the student's Dance Body, is rendering the Charleston two years ago.
"I never wait over a half hour
entire corps a real service in inaugurating these classes," said CDA for a ride," said Jack. He's been
Treasurer Bill Bouton in a state- picked up by cars from 23 different states. "They usually think I
ment.
am rushing somewhere to carry a
Leonard Alemida, rising senior telegram," he said.
from Charleston, was awarded a One of the numan-nature traits
medal at ROTC camp for being Jack's learned: "Traveling salesselected as most outstanding cadet men talk a lot of politics—I agree
in his platoon.
with them all."

Will Invite World
Congress To Campus

Messenger Boy
Holds A Record

Annual Report
Tells Of The
Extension Work

Pictures, Live Writing
And Editing Make Report Attractive.
South Carolina extension activities for 1938 are comprehensively
summarized In the printed annual
•report of the Extension Service
now ready for free distribution
through county agents or from the
publications department at Clemson.
Lavishly illustrated with interesting and effective photographs the
report is a review of agricultural
progress and an outline of extension efforts in fostering a better
system of agriculture in the state.
Explaining the situation facing
the state, Extension Director D. W.
Watkins says, in the foreword to
the report:
"The continued loss of income
from cotton, resulting from decreased acreage and low prices, has
caused the development of many
new problems and the intensification of many old problems in the
economic and social life of the
farm people of South Carolina.
"Throughout the state farm incomes from cotton, which for generations has been the main cash
crop, have dropped below the subsistence level, making it necessary
that farmers produce ma'ny of the
things at home that formerly they
had been accustomed to buy with
cotton money, and, in addition, develop supplementary sources of income to provide cash needs for farm
living."
As revealed in the report, it was
toward an approach to the solution
of these problems that the Clemson
College Extension Service directed
the main emphasis in its 1938 program of demonstration work.
Concludes Director Watkins, "It
is with gratification that the Extension Service is able to record
progress, to the extent that one
may conservatively- predict that in
the years ahead the farmers of the
state will work out a solution to
these problems and adjust their
farming systems to meet the changing conditions."
1

Dean Washington
Invited To Meet
Dean W. H. Washington, of the
Clemson school of education, has
been invited to attend the Congress
on Education for democracy which
will be held at Columbia university next week.
A series of prominent speakers
will conduct discussion groups and
lecture at this meeting.

Agronomists Are
In Mississippi

TAPS, CLEMSON YEARBOOK, editors have been at work all summer planning the
1940 book. Editor Vic Wray announced recently that the book will contain some art
work in several new mediums by Associate Editor Hord Stubblefield." With better
Equipment, a hard-working and interested staff—we can't help but have the best Taps
ever," Mr. Wray said. The theme of the book will be announced later. In the picture
above, Art and Associate Editor Stubblefield is shown at work with Business Manager
P. T. Garrett. (Staff Photo by Hufford.)

A group of agronomists connected with the Clemson experiment
station are attending the annual
field
meeting of the
Southern
Agronomists association in Mississippi.
The meeting is of a traveling nature, and is held at the various
Mississippi experiment stations.
Among those attending are: Dr.
H. Press Cooper, W. R. Paden, J.
W. Jones, H. T. Polk, R. W. Lipscomb, G. H. Collings, j; A. Riley,
W. E. Rogers, E. D. Kyzer, G. B.
Garrison.
B. D. Cloaninger, head of the
department of fertilizer analysis
and inspection, will attend the annual meeting of the Tobacco Research committee at Greenville,
Tenn_ next week.

A varied program of research is
being carried on by the South
Carolina Experiment Station and
its branches located at various
points in the state. An illustration
of the type of work being done is
seen in 4 recent bulletins issued
by the station.
These bulletins are as follows:
Bulletin 318, "Farming Possibilities in Horry County, South Carolina," by Oscar Steanson, M. H.
Sutherland, and M. C. Rochester.
Bulletin 319, "Farm Family Diets
in the Lower Coastal Plains of
South Carolina," by Ada M. Moser.
Bulletin 320, "An Analytical Study
of a Rural School Area," by Henry
L. Fulmer.
Bulletin 321, "Effects of Certain
Treatments on the Carbohydrate
Reserves of Asparagus Crowns," by
L. E. Scott, J. H. Mitchell, and R.
A. McGinty.
A constant effort is being made
to carry out investigations the results of which may be put into
practical application by South
Carolina farmers. In addition to
the main station at Clemson there
are 5 branch experiment stations
located at the following places: The
Sandhill Station near Columbia:
the Pee Dee Station at Florence;
the Truck Station near Charleston;
the Coast Station at Summerville;
and the Edisto Station near Blackville.
All of these branch stations are
equipped to do work which is of
particular interest to the farmers in
their respective localities. For example the Sandhill Station is concerned particularly with the development of methods of farming
including both crops and livestock
which are adapted to the extremely
sandy soils of the Sandhill region.
The Truck Station works entirely
with vegetable crops which constitute the chief agricultural industry
in Charleston and Beaufort counties. The Edisto station was designed to carry on investigations with
asparagus, cucumbers and melons
which are crops of much importance in that locality.
Recently the facilities at the Pee
Dee Station have been considerably increased by the provision of
funds for work. with tobacco and
during the present session of congress an additional $25,000 of federal funds have been made available for carrying on still more
work with this important crop. In
addition to work with tobacco the
Pee Dee Station also carries on a
great deal of work with cotton,
corn and other crops.
The work at the Coast Station
involves
investigations of
the
feeding and pasturage of cattle and
swine. Some very valuable information is being obtained relative
to the economical production of
these two classes of livestock.
At Clemson the work of the experiment station is carried on in
connection with the teaching activities of the School of Agriculture. Members of the experiment
station staff often do a certain
amount of teaching. The more
technical phases of agricultural
laboratories
and well
trained
technical Investigators are available, i For example investigations of
the disease of plants, the control
of insects, the study of technical
soils problems, economic and sociological studies are for the most
part carried on at Clemson.
The experiment station issues an
annual report showing the work
carried on during the year preceding the publication of the report
and from time to time issues bulletins like those mentioned above
giving the results of the investigations. These publications are available to farmers and others who are
interested.
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THE NEW POSTOFFICE was completed and opened«
in early June. Costing some $60,000, the new building, conveniently located between the state highway and the YMGA,
is one of the campus' two newest buildings. The postoffice
is shown above. Mrs. Carrie R. Goodman, postmaster, is pictured at right.
A
thousand and seventy-seven^
boxes will be used, according to
Mrs. Goodman, and each room in
the barracks will have a box.
With every students renting a box,
the old barracks : ail delivery will
The Tiger's weekly radio program "Tiger "rases The Air"
be done away altogether.
heard over Anderson's Columbia
Boxes will rent for sixty cents a
Broadcasting station, WAIM,
quarter.
will be presented, again every
Clemson's first post office was
Thursday starting in October.
established August 18,
1893 as
Tiger Radio Editor Arnold
Grayson, 7 foot 3 inch "biggest
Clemson College with John F. Calradio announcer in the world",
houn as postmaster.
will again be in charge.
He served until February 7, 1898
when he was succeeded by Mrs.
Rebecca C. 'Calhoun. This tenure
of office was effective until January 14, 1905, when Miss Ida A.
Calhoun took charge. She served
until the appointment of Lewis J.
Goodman as successor on January
13, 1925.
Engineering-Architecture
The present
postmaster, Mrs.
Show Slated For This
Carrie Goodman,
took
over on
Coming Spring.
October 16, 1931. During her "regime" the local postoffice departArchitecture-Engineering Day, the
ment has seen a steady period of biggest thing in Clamson's Riggs
growth and development. On March Hall every two years, is scheduled
1, 1935 the name of the Clemson to come off this year.
college postoffice was changed to
Under the guidance of the
Clemson, S. C.
faculty, and the sponsorship of the
engineering and architectural societies, Clemson student techinicians
will labor for, days on end in preparing quesr and entertaining exhibits for this Day of days.
Professor M. A. Rice, of the botThe State at large is invited to
any department, will take gradu- the show, and for two days Dean
ate work at Cornell university this Earle plays host at Riggs Hall, while
engineering classes wait, and the
year.
Dr. F. H. Taylor, of Groton, cadets put on a technical display of
Mass., who recently was awarded what they have and have not learnhis Ph. D. degree at Harvard, will ed at college.
take Professor Rice's place in the
Sweet potatoes, one of the oldest
botany department.
crops in the state, are being successfully brought back as a commercial crop, Dr. D. W. Watkins,
of the extension service, said.
1

Tiger Will Take
Air This Year

Technicians To
Have Their Day

Rice Leaves, Ph.D
From Harvard Comes

No Drastic Changes
In Military Made.
Two changes in military set
up at Clemson will be effective
next year.
1. Two day cadet companies
will be formed for students living on the campus.
2. The two cadet regiments
will have six battalions, and
several companies will consist
of three platoons.

LaGrone To Study
At Kentucy U.
John LaGrone, assistant registrar,
has accepted a year's fellowship to
the University of Kentucky.
Mr. LaGrone will take courses in
registrar work and college administration. He will leave in September.

Metz Returns From
Chicago University

A total of t>,999 cars of fruits and
vegetables received shipping-point
inspection under the supervision of
the Extension Service Division of
Markets in 1938.
1

G. E. Metz, Clemson registrar,
All new student and old students who have places
attended the University of Chireserved for them for the 1939-1940 session and have decago for five weeks this summer
cided not to attend Clemson this year are urged to noon a fellowship awarded by the
tify the Registrar immediately in order that their reAmerican Council on Education.
servations may be cancelled and their places assigned to
The fellowship was granted for
students whose names appear on the waiting list.
special study in the workshop for %
New students who have just received their matricollege teachers and administrative
culation
cards should return them at once to confirm
officers. Mr. Metz's project included a special investigation of stutheir reservations, or notify the Registrar if they are
dent personal work and personal
not planning to enter Clemson in September.
records.
Mr. Metz's previous awards include a fellowship at the University of North Carolina for two
CALL FOR
years, from
1927-1929, and the
American Registrar's Association
Fellowship at Columbia university
PHILLIP MORRIS
in 1931-1932, where he has completed all course requirements for
the Ph. D. degree.
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L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY, Inc
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner.

The Official College Book and Supply Store
Complete Line of College Stationery
College Jewelry—Pennants—Stickers—Novelties
TERMS: Reasonable if Desired.
RADIOS—Crosley and Fada—Priced Right
TERMS: Reasonable if Desired.
A Wonderful Variety of Nationally Advertised
Merchandise For You To Select From
STUDENT CHECKS CASHED—
NO EXCHANGE CHARGED
Make Our Store Your Headquarters

